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Abstract

The global market of today is tough and the competition 
between companies demands new ways of developing 
products and services. The current challenge for the 
design research community is to provide designers with 
a wider range of methods and tools to support specific 
activities within the design process and to improve its 
overall coordination.

It is uncertain whether problem-solving alone can be 
the tool for developing even simple products or services, 
as we are less open to the variety of opportunities that 
arise in the process. When approaching a problem, the 
cognitive mindset demanded to solve the problem, differs 
from that required when searching for opportunities in 
creating something completely new. This emphasizes the 
importance of design thinking, using tools and methods 
for conducting Human Centered Design (HCD), empathy, 
and intuition, along with the use of visualization.

By focusing on the creative process and the use of sketches 
and models, this research will explore the possibility to 
develop tools and methods for conducting New Product 
Development (NPD) projects in a more efficient way.

This research presents a prescriptive model for visualization 
in NPD projects. This model is a result of clarifying the 
research problem, understanding the factors that affect 
visualization and the need for development of support. 
The model works as a supportive tool for project teams 
and guidelines for management.
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There is a need for research within the area of 
product development. The use of visualizations in the 
development process is often unstructured and ad 

hoc. By focusing on the creative process and the use 
of sketches and external representation, it is possible 

to develop better tools and methods for realizing new 
products in a more efficient, effective way. In this section, 

a background of the research will be presented.

1. Introduction and Background
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Economic growth and future jobs are dependent on how individuals 

within organizations are able to generate ideas and develop them into 

competitive and sustainable products and services. Today’s globalized 

market has resulted in a business environment where change and uncer-

tainty challenges industry.

The idea that low cost and quality focus is sufficient for a competitive 

market position has disappeared. For example, environmental challenges 

and constant innovation are becoming increasingly important and must 

be integrated into the development of new products and services, as well 

as into the organizations and processes, to achieve those results. These 

facts make the entire product realization process of today more complex 

than ever.

In organizations that today struggle to compete in the global market, 

there is a need to find and develop new ways to achieve economic growth 

and new market shares. Organizations working on qualified, complex, 

products or qualified unique manufacturing methods today have the ne-

cessary order qualifiers for competition. 

One way to become competitive is by implementing new and impro-

ved concepts, methods and models that will support and strengthen the 

innovation and product realization processes, as well as the organizations 

and people pursuing these paths (Jackson, 2009). Combining this with a 

holistic view of the entire innovation process, which includes the product 

realization process, is a way to strengthen the performance in presen-

ting new products or services on the market. In this project, this means 

focusing and integrating the areas of creativity, design, design thinking, 

design methods and design research, in a broad sense, into the innovation 

and product realization processes.
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In the knowledge-based global economy of today, even the nature of 

innovation is changing (Lengrand, 2002). We can see a change towards 

a more ´open innovation strategy´, where suppliers, customers, end-

users, universities and other external resources and networks are much 

more involved in organizations’ innovation processes (Chesbrough, 2003, 

2009). Most organizations have well-developed strategies for quality and 

production management systems, for example. But few have developed 

clear strategies concerning innovation processes and management from 

an integrated technological, organizational and market perspective (Tidd 

& Bessant, 2009).

The development and design of new products and services within pro-

duct development and engineering design originated from and is often 

based on problem-solving (Pahl and Beitz, 2007). Research within the area 

has its origins in systems theory and the design science paradigm influ-

enced by Hubka & Eder (1988, 1996), for example. The ultimate goal is 

to quickly present an economically-produced product to the market. For 

most producers, this is done by working through a chain of decisions: first 

establishing clear objectives for the product, then identifying the target 

market segment and, finally, trying to systematically determine the custo-

mers desires or needs. Structured design methods have been developed in 

engineering design by Ulrich & Eppinger (2003) and Pahl & Beitz (2007), 

among others. 

For the development of integrated and complex products, it is often 

not enough with the engineering and subject-specific development pro-

cesses based on problem-solving. It is uncertain whether problem-solving 

alone can be the tool for developing even simple products or services as 

we are less open to the variety of opportunities that arise in the process. 

When approaching a problem, the cognitive mindset demanded to solve 

the problem differs from that required when searching for opportunities 

in creating something completely new. But, of course, we need both thin-

king styles in collaboration (Drucker, 1998).
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Design, design thinking, design methods and tools are resources that 

should be better utilized and could be better integrated in future manage-

ment strategies (Utterback et.al, 2006; Brown, 2009; Verganti, 2009). This 

emphasizes the importance of design thinking and methods in realizing 

new innovative products and services. For example, visual and spatial 

communication is central in design and development work. Sketches and 

models are important tools that can facilitate and support the develop-

ment work during product realization.  

All kinds of visual representations are exceptional since they show ap-

pearance of objects. Language does not. A sketch can serve as a common 

reference for the team. However, to be able to communicate via a sketch, 

the use of verbal communication is essential. Sketch-based design proces-

ses can eliminate communication problems as long as the team members 

involved during the communication are the same. On the contrary, in 

handover situations, new team members will interpret the sketches dif-

ferently because of a variation in pre-understanding. This is because pic-

tures are arbitrary and can be interpreted in different ways; therefore, it 

is necessary to combine the sketches with verbal information (Kress & van 

Leeuwen, 1996, 2001; Eriksson & Göthlund, 2004; Eriksson, 2009).

To be able to support industry in their effort to perform effective New 

Product Development (NPD), we need research within specific activities, 

as Eckert and Clarkson (2005) explain:

“over the past 20 years, design research has focused on methods 
for delivering more efficient processes and support tools for 
design”

and, further, they go on to say that

“the current challenge to the design research community is 
to provide designers with a wider range of methods and tools 
to support specific activities within the design process and to 
improve its overall coordination”.  

These activities need support systems and communication systems that 

are easy to handle and work with.
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Research is needed within the field of visual communication concer-

ning what is essential for an image to be instructive in general, and for 

sketches in the design processes in particular. However, images can be 

divided into two kinds: those that portray essentially visio-spatial things 

and those that represent things not inherently visual (Tversky, 2006). De-

sign sketches can be defined as a combination of the two. This is because 

they portray objects or parts of objects that should be created and at the 

same time operate as an instrument for exploration.

1.1. Problem Statement
One challenge within an organization is to develop new innovative 

products and services and present them to the market. These products 

must be developed in an economical and sustainable way. They must also 

answer a desire or need on the market, be technologically and organiza-

tionally feasible and financially viable (Brown, 2009).

Design competency in organizations can help to improve the processes 

of creating innovative, sustainable products and services. A typical design 

process includes generic steps such as the identification of needs, idea ge-

neration and conceptual design, detailed product design, the preparation 

of production and design of production system, production, marketing 

and delivery. Defined generic design phases include Idea and Concept De-

sign, Product Design and System Design. These phases often differ from 

each other in objectives and approaches but have the design concept in 

common. Another aspect these phases share is the use and need of visual 

communication.
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By focusing on the creative process and the use of sketches or models, 

this research will explore the possibility of developing tools and methods 

for conducting NPD projects in a more efficient, effective way. If com-

munication in the NPD process is unsatisfactory, this implies a need for 

a deeper and more structured way of using available tools for communi-

cating. For example, the sketch is such a tool, and the use of sketches is 

seen as the real heart of visual communication (Hendersson, 1999). The 

need for developing supportive tools for using sketches is vital, and the 

support for management to fully implement sketches in their own pro-

duct development process can help improve the perceived performance 

in NPD. Where performance could be seen as an umbrella term for excel-

lence wich is dependent on the efficiency of the process (i.e. input orien-

ted) and the effectiveness of external performance (i.e. output) (Tangen, 

2005). Where the terms ”Efficiency” in simple words could be described 

as ”doing things right”, in relation to ”Effectiveness” that means ”doing 

the right things” (Sink and Tuttle, 1989).

With this challenge in mind, the problem is what aspects of commu-

nication within the innovation process are in need of visualization in or-

der to continuously improve the overall product development execution. 

When developing new products and services, using design processes and 

design skills, different activities are being used in the process. The correla-

tion of these activities to visualization has to be clarified.

The next section will summarize my own interest and knowledge about 

visualization in the innovation process.

1.2. My Personal Perspective
This section belongs to the frame of references (Section 3) of the the-

sis, but I present it early on in this thesis in order to give the reader the 

necessary information about my context and perspective. Maxwell (2005) 

points out that the researcher’s own experiential knowledge about the 

research area as an important and vital part of a thesis.
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 The use of visualization has always been very close to me. The first 

time I used it in a way that could be considered a product realization was 

when I built my first soap car. My parents told me later that I started by 

making a drawing I called “beritning (In Swedish)”, a combination of des-

cription (Swedish: beskrivning) and drawing (Swedish: ritning). However, 

I never gave much thought to it until I started writing this thesis. I now 

realize that this new word has followed me during my whole life, in dif-

ferent ways.

Like most children, I drew a great deal. Many of my drawings became 

stories about events I had experienced. However, this storytelling was not 

for others to look at, but strictly for me. One could say that it was a way 

of reliving events and capturing moments. These representations of the 

past became stories of the future, where I as a painter decided what was 

worth telling. The use of drawings became more and more interesting for 

me, and I started every new project with a “beritning”. It could be a new 

tree hut, soap car or a gadget that I wanted to create.

When it was time to choose an education, it was rather simple, because 

of my interest in drawing and architecture. During this time, I started to 

use drawings more as a tool for explaining ideas and testing solutions. 

As a construction engineer with focus on design, the ultimate job was, 

of course, architecture. My first employment was at an architect firm, 

working with everything from layout drawings of kitchens, bathrooms 

and windows, to architectural drawings of apartments, schools and of-

fices and of course detailed drawings. The work was done both by hand 

and in CAD tools for architects. The drawings produced were for the con-

struction workers primarily. This meant the drawings should be easy to 

read, understandable and create meaning. My work as an architect invol-

ved designing information without knowing anything about Information 

Design. When it comes to architect drawings, they are complex and rich 

in information, as Figure 1 shows. This information has to be communi-

cated, and the drawing acts as communicator between the architect and 

the construction worker.
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Figure 1. Tegelviken, architectural drawing.

This specific drawing, Figure 1, contains information about the con-

struction of the building, what kind of wall and the exact position of it, 

where to put the specific doors and windows, kitchen and interior and 

so on. There is also information of changes in the drawing. A letter in a 

triangle denotes changes and the changes when new are marked with a 

cloud.

It all starts with the sketch, this mythical and glamorous answer to a 

requirements specification. It could be just some sketchy lines on a nap-

kin or well-defined ruler lines on film. It is not the characteristics of the 

line that tell us what kind of representation it is, but its usage. A sketch 

does not have to be sketchy, and a drawing need not be done with rulers. 

It is the type of communication that decides what kind of representation 

it should be. For an architect, as well as for a designer, sketches are for 

exploring and coming up with ideas and drawings are for explaining and 

describing the solution.
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As my interest in Information Design grew, I started a higher educa-

tion with informative illustration in focus. During this education, I reali-

zed that knowledge about Information Design is needed everywhere. The 

problem is to make people realize this as well. One could discuss whether 

Information Design is just common sense. If that is the case, the lack of 

common sense is widespread. You just have to read the instructions on a 

DVD player or some other home electronic device. They are complex, and 

that complexity is worsening. This is not only a problem for the instruc-

tions, but also the product/service itself. If the product design is made 

with more focus on the end user, the instructions could be a part of the 

product/service itself. Information should be as simple as possible but not 

simpler, and information has to be designed according to the receiver. 

This means that information has to be handled by Information Design 

experts.

As a result of my education, my interest in developing information 

solutions to industry grew. In order to be able to work with this, I started 

a new company, together with two partners. The scope of the company 

was to develop 3D-models and animations with a high level of informa-

tion for the Internet. The process of developing a new company within 

a new field was a challenge, but we attracted the customers we wanted. 

After three years, we had established the company on the market and 

then made an exit.

Working with information material, you work as a designer with two 

sets of needs in mind: on the one hand, you have the customer with his/

her information needs; on the other hand, you have the needs of the in-

formation receiver. Your competence is much about adapting design met-

hods that create the right information at the right time for the receiver 

the customer chooses.
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Working with ideas, trying to create new business and develop new 

products or services, there is a great amount of information that needs 

to be handled. This process of developing ideas into innovations is so-

mewhat of a communicative process, where stakeholders and associates 

need to be informed about both the development and the process of get-

ting there.

The development of methods using visualization as a tool for purpo-

ses of exploring an idea thoroughly and explaining and describing it to 

stakeholders using visualizations was the next phase in my striving for 

increased effectiveness and efficiency in business development. Figure 2 

shows an example of visualizing the process of idea development. This 

information graphic tries to explain the complex and iterative way of de-

veloping an idea into a business idea. The steps are defined in a process as 

black areas with gates in between, and the different stops along the way 

are activities that need attention. 

Process

Coaching

Network

Creative methods

Action

Start process

Explore &
Describe

Development &
Education Implementation &

Start up

Figure 2. The process of idea development at Idealab, Mälardalen University
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In this work, I developed methods to solve communication problems, 

both in the exploring and the communication phase. The focus was in 

the exploring phase, on creativity methods and tools. The lateral thin-

king explained by Edward de Bono (1992) as solving problems through 

an indirect and creative approach was one source in this work. Lateral 

thinking is a way of thinking that is not instantly obvious, and it involves 

creating ideas that may not be reachable by using traditional step-by-step 

logic. By using these tools, the knowledge gathering and sharing became 

more effective and the perceived efficiency in each development process 

increased. This could be one of the success factors behind this process.

In summary, the use of visualization in industrial design is well-esta-

blished, and during my time as a industrial designer I used computer 

applications as a sketch tool with good results. These sketches were al-

ways preceded by work with paper and pen and then explored on the 

computer. One of the advantages of sketching with a computer is exact-

ness. Another is the ease with which one can adjust inputs already made, 

extremely difficult when working with paper and pen. One could argue 

that the ease in adjusting could also be seen as a disadvantage because 

the exactness is not important at that specific moment. You need to have 

good knowledge regarding when and, more importantly, why to use pa-

per and pen or computer when sketching. With the advanced CAD tools 

used in industry today, the interesting thing is how design engineers use 

paper and pen in their daily work developing new products and services. 

How they use multi-disciplinary teams within development projects is 

also of interest.
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1.3. Research objective
Based on the background and the described problem area, the overall 

objective of this research is:

“to analyze how and why visualization can be used and managed 
to improve product development execution”.

Thus, this research will investigate how visualization methods within 

the innovation and product realization process can be used and managed. 

Improvement in product development execution involves the better use 

of the creative ability among the individuals involved in the process. It 

is vital for those individuals to understand new approaches, tools, and 

methods and to then be able to adopt them for practical use in their own 

model of product development. The research discusses different aspects 

of competencies needed in the processes.

The intention of this research is to develop a model supporting the use 

of visualization within the innovation and product realization process. 

The model needs to be both communicative and supportive in order to 

achieve acceptance in practice. When developing any model, good know-

ledge about the current situation and the best practice in organizations 

is needed. 
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1.4. Research Questions
The research questions should lead to an increased understanding of 

how and why visualization can be used in product development and how 

visualization contributes to the performance of product development. Th-

ree research questions have been formulated.

RQ 1: How and why is visualization used today in product 
development projects in industry?

The first research question (RQ1) is intended as a motivation for the 

research and the other research questions. The question has been for-

mulated to make sure that the research conducted is focused on a real 

industrial problem and is vital for organizations in their quest to become 

more effective in their process of developing new products and services. 

The focus is to identify and describe the success factors the research pro-

ject aims to improve. It is also to identify the key criteria that contribute 

to the improvement of the success factors in product development. The 

question is answered in Papers 1 and 2.

RQ 2: What could a common model of visualization as a support 
to product development look like?

The second research question (RQ2) is based on the result of Research 

Question 1 (RQ1). In order to develop support for addressing the factors 

most suitable within different development activities, it is important to 

investigate what a model using visualization as a support could look like. 

The aim is to develop a supportive model addressing the criteria identi-

fied in RQ1 in order to improve the success factors in product develop-

ment. The question is answered in Paper 2.
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RQ 3: How should visualization be managed in order to increase 
the perceived performance of execution in product development 
projects?

The third research question (RQ3) follows up where RQ2 left off, in or-

der to develop support for enhanced performance in NPD processes. The 

focus is on team members involved in the process and the management 

level in the organization. To facilitate the process of developing new pro-

ducts and services, management needs to have access to the process and 

understand each meaning of the phases in the process. The question is 

answered in Section 5.

1.5. Delimitations
This research focuses on SMEs (Small and Medium sized Enterprises) 

with in-house product development competency. The area of importance 

is in the use of visualizations in the early phases of NPD. Visualization is 

defined as sketches, models and drawings with the main purpose to ex-

plore ideas, but some results are in the solution phase of the development 

process. The research is focused on how to improve the performance on 

NPD projects and strengthen competiveness in SME NPD projects.

This research has been performed with a focus on SMEs. However, the 

problem description could be found in larger companies as well. The app-

licability of the result on larger organizations is not discussed. Nonethe-

less, one can assume it is valid for them as well.

The aim is also to create a deeper understanding of the early phases, 

the value of the information visualization creates and how it effects the 

phases to come.
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1.6. Expected Results
The expected result of this research is to explain why visualization is 

an important part of the product development process. The research is 

expected to deliver a series of results with a focus on the impact visua-

lization has on the performance of the product realization execution. It 

should explain and map a visualization process for the product realiza-

tion process in order to deliver value and benefits to the project partners, 

the research community and industry. 

The expected result is a conceptual framework regarding how visua-

lization can be used within a product development project. The model 

should look into the existing situation and highlight the problem that is 

relevant in industry, focusing on SMEs. The model should also look into 

the factors most suitable to take into consideration when improving the 

situation.
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1.7. Summary 
The current challenge for the design research community is to provide 

designers with a wider range of methods and tools to support specific ac-

tivities within the design process and to improve its overall coordination.

It is uncertain whether problem-solving alone can be the tool for deve-

loping even simple products or services, as we are less open to the variety 

of opportunities that arise in the process. When approaching a problem, 

the cognitive mindset demanded to solve the problem differs from that 

required when searching for opportunities in creating something comple-

tely new. This emphasizes the importance of design thinking, using tools 

and methods for conducting Human Centered Design (HCD), empathy, 

and intuition along with the use of visualization.

By focusing on the creative process and the use of sketches or models, 

this research will explore the possibility to develop tools and methods for 

conducting NPD projects in a more efficient, effective way.

As a conclusion, there is a need to develop and implement new met-

hods and tools that will support and strengthen SMEs to generate new 

innovative ideas and develop them into successful products and improved 

processes. The use of visualization (in the early stages) in the innovation 

process is the focus of this research.

The next section will explain what research methodology has been 

used to be able to answer the research questions and reach the expected 

results.
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To be able to answer the research questions and reach 
the expected results, which are useful for SMEs and 

valid within the research community, different scientific 
methods have been used. The scientific approach in 

this research has mainly been case studies. In them, the 
researcher’s role has been two-fold: as observer and 
as an active party in different product development 

projects, using self-reflection to develop understanding 
and new knowledge.

2. Research methodology
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The main focus of this research has been to develop useful methods 

and tools for industry, in an applied research project. Thus, the research 

questions are a starting point for both the real problems in industry and 

the theoretical ones in research.

Figure 3 shows an interpretation of Björn Fagerström’s description of 

such a research process, highlighting the theoretical and industrial pro-

blems and how they interact during the research process in an iterative 

process (Fagerström, 2004). The approach supports the research where 

the objective is to contribute both in theory and in reality, solving indu-

strial problems. Within this research, it is the industrial world of the SME 

with its own product development skills and the theories pursued ports 

in the research design. Trying to describe a phenomenon like this, case 

studies are most likely to come up with an explanation. Therefore, a qua-

litative approach has been used in this research. A quantitative approach 

could also come up with an explanation, but it does not fit as well in this 

research.

Maxwell describes the qualitative research in design as:

”an ongoing process that involves ”tacking” back and forth 
between the different components of the design, assessing the 
implications of goals, theories, research questions, methods, 
and validity threats for one another. It does not begin from 
a predetermined starting point or proceed through a fixed 
sequence of steps, but involves interconnection and interaction 
among the different design components.” (Maxwell, 2005)

The researchers are given the opportunity to move interactively bet-

ween the various components and in their respective fields to create new 

knowledge. This leads, in turn, to new questions arising on the way to the 

overall objective.
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Figure 3. Interpretation of Fagerströms (2004) process of an applied research project
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The researcher can apply different world views in the research project. 

The view selected affects the choice of methods and approaches used in 

the research. According to Arbnor and Bjerke, there are three approaches 

in looking at the world (Arbnor and Bjerke, 1997). They are as follows:

the analytical approach

the systems approach

the actors approach

These methods are linked to the two major paradigms in Social Sci-

ence: positivistic and hermeneutical paradigms (Figure 4). The positivistic 

view could be described as scientific rationality. The produced knowledge 

should be empirical proved, and it sees human beings as objects. Mean-

while, the hermeneutic view could be translated as the way of interpreta-

tion. It sees the human and the world related to each other and through 

the experience of the world, and you interpret tacit knowledge in your 

analysis.

Figure 4. The path between the positivistic and the hermeneutical paradigm.
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If using the analytical approach, you search for independent relation-

ships, and the approach aims to explain the world as objectively as pos-

sible. The world consists of the relationships between cause and effect. 

The systems approach is based on the world seen with objective eyes and 

the studied phenomenon is independent of who is watching. In the third 

and final approach, the actors approach, knowledge is not seen as objec-

tive. The view of the world is as social structures, and social structures are 

studied and understood. 

In this research, the systems approach is used to explain or understand 

components within a system. To do so, the component needs to be within 

its context (See also Section 2.1). This means that there are both open 

and closed systems. In the systems approach, one has the possibility to 

describe systems as reproductions and objective manifestations of reality.

The systems approach is based on the fact that visualization in NPD 

can be seen as a system, and this system can be divided in several sub-

systems, such as different activities and events. Each of these activities or 

events, sub-systems, can be studied individually. When using the systems 

approach, the whole is not the sum of all included parts but greater. This 

is different from the analytic approach. The relationships between the ac-

tivities or events are important and will affect the resulting visualization. 

This research is mainly focused on the “Research for Design” area, the 

creating of tools and methods for the continuous development of proces-

ses and the performance of NPD. Research in design can be considered as 

applied research where the goal is to improve for the benefit of industry, 

and in this case within the product development process (Blessing 1994; 

Andreasen 1996; Hubka and Eder 1996). Research in Design is a broad 

field of research applied to many different areas.

Cross describes a classification of design research in three different 

categories based on how it is performed (Cross 1995). Below, these cate-

gories are listed, as well as some interpretations of comments made by 

Hubka and Eder (Hubka and Eder 1996).
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Research into design – descriptive studies, by various kinds of obser-

vation. 

Research for design – to create tools and methods that support desig-

ning. 

Research through design – abstraction from observation during de-

signing, hypothesizing and testing.

The overall aim of design research is to improve design by support, fo-

cusing on their practical use. Blessing et al. argue that descriptive studies 

are not enough when the aim of the research is to improve the design 

process (Blessing, Chakrabarti et al. 1995). The descriptive studies only 

provide the characteristics of existing processes. You need to continue the 

research process with phases of development of support, testing and refi-

ning this support in the manner outlined in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The Design Research Methodology, DRM.
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The methodology is based on four generic steps performed iteratively: 

Research Clarification – identify and describe the success factors the 

research project aims to improve. 

Descriptive Study I — use interviews, observation and analysis to 

identify the key criteria that contribute to the improvement of the suc-

cess factors. 

Prescriptive Study – develop a support model addressing the criteria 

identified in Prescriptive Study I in order to improve the success factors. 

Descriptive Study II – apply the support model and validate it by as-

sessing its impact on the criteria identified and the success factors. 

The DRM approach is not a sequential process. It builds up with much 

iteration between the different stages, and some stages run parallel as 

well (Blessing and Chakrabarti, 2002). This suits applied research, where 

the involvement of industrial partners is significant and new knowledge 

is continuously developed.

2.1 The Research Design
One of the success factors for any research project is to design the re-

search in an appropriate manner. This designing can be seen as an action 

plan for getting ”from here to there,” where ”here” may be defined as the 

initial set of questions to be answered, and ”there” as some set of conclu-

sions (answers) about these questions (Yin, 1994).

Maxwell suggests that with all components of the research process, 

from collection and data analysis, development and modification of the-

ories, and the exploration and re-formulation of research questions to 

the identification of validation need, some components occur simultan-

eously and affect each other (Maxwell, 2005). This means that the design 

of research is difficult to define exactly from beginning to end. As such, 

continuous evaluation and analysis of the processes is required in case 

the need to correct the following steps or redo something already done 

arises. The research has been designed in accordance with a model for the 

design of research projects Maxwell presented (Maxwell, 2005).
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Figure 6 shows the outline of the model Maxwell presented. The model 

consists of five different focus areas for research: Objectives, Conceptual 

Framework, Methods, Research and Validation.

Figure 6. Maxwell’s model for the research process.

Goals - What is the purpose of the research project? 

The industrial and scientific motivation for this project is described in 

Section 1.3. The scientific motivation can be found in areas such as the 

importance of and need for visualization and communication in product 

development execution. The industrial motivation lies within the deve-

lopment of processes, methods and tools to create successful products. 

The personal aim of the researcher is first and foremost a genuine interest 

in the subject, a challenge to learn and a desire for personal development. 
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Conceptual Framework - In which context will the research project 

be implemented? 

The answer to this question is divided into several sections of this the-

sis. First concepts and conclusions of the theoretical framework are defi-

ned in Section 3.4. Another important factor is the approach the resear-

cher has through the project. Even the delimitations set limits for the 

theoretical and conceptual frameworks. The four main sources for this 

module are:

the researcher’s own experiential knowledge

existing theory and research

the pilot and exploratory research

thought experiments.

Research questions - What is to be illustrated and carried out in the 

research project? 

Research questions are what keep the project running and establish 

measurable criteria for the objective of the research. Research questions 

in this research are presented in Section 1.4. The questions are based on 

“how” and “why” questions. The goal of these questions is to help focus 

the study, to give guidance as to how the study will be carried out, to point 

to what the researcher is trying to understand and to create knowledge. 

Methodology - What methods are used to reach answers to the re-

search questions? 

Literature describes different strategies necessary for collecting the 

data needed to achieve the objectives of the research. Yin gives the follo-

wing examples: case studies, experiments, surveys, history, and archival 

analysis. These strategies have their advantages and disadvantages, which 

depend on: (a) the type of research question we want to answer, (b) the 

researcher’s control over actual behavioral events and (c) the focus on 

contemporary as opposed to historical phenomena (Yin, 1994).
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Yin also suggests the following five guides as support in choosing the 

right strategy for the research:

Experiments answer “how” and “why” questions best, focusing 
on contemporary events in controlled environments. 

Surveys answer “who”, “what”, “where”, “how many”, and “how 
much” questions focusing on contemporary events. 

Archival analysis answers “who”, “what”, “where”, “how many”, 
and “how much” questions for both contemporary and historic 
events. 

History answers “how” and “why” questions, focusing on historic 
events. 

Case studies answer “how” and “why” questions, focusing on 
contemporary events. 

A case study is a preferred research method when a specific phenome-

non is to be closely studied within its natural context (Yin, 1994). The case 

study is almost always used to collect qualitative data (for example, text, 

figures and images). If one is to collect more quantitative data, it is more 

common to use a survey or archival analysis (Yin, 1994).

Case studies are often employed when trying to understand when and 

where a phenomenon actually happens and the knowledge about the con-

text or delimitations are unsatisfactory (Yin, 1994). The advantage case 

studies offer is the possibility to use several sources and different types 

of data combined with the use of several methods of analyzing this data. 

This gives case study research the ability to answer complex questions 

and explain the background to the answer as well. However, this ability 

of case studies may be a disadvantage when the researcher interprets the 

data: the subjective opinion may lead to biased or wrong results. When 

collecting data in case studies, there are six sources to use, according to 

Yin: documents, archival records, interviews, direct observation, partici-

pating observation and physical artifacts (Yin, 1994). In this thesis, the 

empirical data has been collected through interviews, observations and 

documents. 
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Yin describes interviews as one of the most important data collecting 

methods in case studies (Yin, 1994). When looking into a system that de-

pends on people’s opinions and decisions, interviews with key individuals 

within the system are regarded as valuable data. The aim of the qualitati-

ve interview is to explore and discover what happens, according to Starrin 

and Renck (Svensson and Starrin, 1996). Lantz notes that there are four 

main types of interviews: structured, semi-structured, directed open, and 

the open interview (Lantz, 1993). The first two forms are more suitable 

for collecting objective data (more positivistic view). The other two are 

more related to subjective data, and are therefore associated with a more 

hermeneutical view.

Yin explains that observations may be conducted casually or formally 

(Yin, 1994). According to Merriam (1988), Kidder (1981) claims that if ob-

servations are to be scientific, the following criteria have to be fulfilled:

fulfilling a scientific aim

planned

systematically registered

controlled with respect to validity and reliability

The observation gives the researcher the opportunity to dismiss or ve-

rify data collected from other sources that are considered less reliable (for 

example, interviews and documents).

Participatory observation is described by Merriam as perhaps the 

most important method of collecting information for a case study. It gi-

ves a firsthand description of the situation being studied. In combination 

with interviews and source analysis, if possible, a holistic interpretation 

of the situation is achieved  (Merriam 1994). At participating observation, 

you can choose to act along with a scale that moves from simply atten-

ding to only observing. It is important to find an approach in the observa-

tion situation in order to combine the two action principles. 
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Validation - Are the results  inaccurate or biased? 

Merriam describes the research aims to produce valid and sustainable 

results (Merriam, 1994). The results and findings of the research must 

be examined critically. This is true of the methodology used as well. The 

methods for this evaluation are associated with the research strategy and 

must be selected according to this strategy.

The evaluation consists of two components, verification and valida-

tion. Verification is the accuracy in relation to the practical use of the 

findings. Validity is associated with the relevance of the research. Another 

important part of evaluation is if the method is stable and can repeatedly 

come up with the same results, known as consistency. Arbnor and Bjerke 

describe consistency as reliability, and say that “validity requires reliabi-

lity.” This means that reliability exists when validity is obtained (Arbnor 

and Bjerke, 1997).

According to Svensson and Starrin (1996), the validity term is used wi-

dely within quantitative research. The term refers to how well you mea-

sure the intended measurement. Quantitative methodology is used to nu-

merically determine the validity by comparing results obtained with the 

regarded truth. In the case of qualitative studies, there are many opinions 

regarding how to look at validity. Some believe it is about authenticity, 

credibility and understanding, while others believe that validity is a good 

description. 

Cross (2007) means that the characteristics of best practice in design 

research with validity are:

Purposive – based on the identification of an issue or problem 
worthy and capable of investigation. 

Inquisitive – seeking to gain new knowledge. 

Informed – conducted from an awareness of previous, related 
research. 

Methodical – planned and carried out in a disciplined manner. 

Communicable – generating and reporting results that are 
testable and accessible by others. 
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These characteristics do not simply represent good design research; 

they define good research in any discipline. However, these characteris-

tics by Cross are not supported by explanations as to how to value them. 

Olesen suggests a more concrete description. He suggests that validity can 

be achieved by the following factors (Olesen, 1992): 

Internal Logic – the findings are based on well-known and 
accepted theories, and the work is stringent from the problem to 
the finding. 

Truth – the theoretical and practical findings can be used to 
explain “real” phenomena. 

Acceptance – the findings serve as tools for professionals, and 
other researchers use the findings and accept the theories 
obtained. 

Applicability – the use of the tools leads to increased performance, 
as compared to if the tools were not used. 

Novelty value – new findings are presented, or new ways of 
looking at a specific problem are introduced. 

Andreasen describes characteristics for good research design. He also 

suggests another basis of the evaluation for validity that follows the one 

above (Andreasen, 1996). Research should be focused, based on theory 

and a strong research paradigm, conducted according to good research 

craftsmanship, multidisciplinary, and published. In addition, the findings 

should be used/implemented. These requirements can be compared with 

Svensson’s, who suggests that one or more of the following aspects of 

the expected validity are entered: depositor survey, data collection, data 

analysis and results (Svensson and Starrin, 1996). 
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The ability of researchers to repeat the study performed and come up 

with the same result and conclusion the first researcher did is what relia-

bility is about. In systems thinking, reliability focuses on what the measu-

rements can be used for and not how precise they were during the case 

study. Consequently, in contrast to the analytical approach, the systems 

thinking does not consider reliability to be as important (Arbnor and Bjer-

ke, 1997). Reliability could be difficult when studying human behavior 

that is dynamic and not static (Merriam, 1988). Yin discusses reliability. 

He finds it possible as long as other researchers have all the documents 

the first researcher had and all the methods used by the first researchers 

are well-documented. Yin (1994) also suggests that:

“The general way of approaching the reliability problem is to make 

as many steps as operational as possible and to conduct research as if 

someone were always looking over your shoulder.”

The methods for collecting data used within this research have been 

literature studies, interviews, project documentation and observations. 

Another researcher would find it difficult to repeat the same research 

and get the same results because of changed conditions and access to the 

same documentation and situations. However, if another researcher as-

ked the same research questions under the same conditions, the findings 

would be similar in essence (Hedelind, 2008).

Yin points out the need to use an analytical approach for the analysis 

of research data (Yin, 1994). Merriam describes analysis as a complex pro-

cess that moves back and forth between concrete data and abstract con-

cepts, but also between inductive and deductive reasoning, and between 

description and interpretation (Merriam, 1994). What researchers do to 

create meaningful results is not some logical process; it is more intui-

tion and the researcher’s sensitivity for the information. There are several 

methods for analyzing qualitative data. In this research, the following 

methods are used: 
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Pattern Matching logic is one of the better methods for analyzing 

case studies (Yin, 1994). This technique is mainly based on comparing the 

empirically observed patterns with predicted ones. According to Merriam, 

the human mind quickly and easily finds the patterns that arise. Howe-

ver, it is important to note sustainable support for the current pattern 

(Merriam, 1994). 

The aggregation of information, clustering that are similar within ca-

tegories, means that one can do further analysis by conceptualizing the 

data that shows similar in characteristics or patterns (Merriam, 1994). To 

deepen this analysis, we can abstract and reorder the information for the 

highlighted categories and characteristics that may be included in the 

theory created.

The probable method of analyzing data is an intuitive approach where 

the researcher focuses on the conclusions that seem reasonable and logi-

cal (Merriam, 1994). The method works as a kind of guide that draws the 

researcher’s attention to what appears to be reasonable and proper.

Factoring is a categorization of the encoded data done to facilitate 

comparison. Development of theoretical concepts is a method to reduce a 

host of data into meaningful concepts (Merriam, 1994).

This overview of the research design explains different methods and 

their use within this specific research. However, in order to fully un-

derstand the research performed, a description of the different stages in 

the research and a short description of the performed cases follow.

2.2. The Cases in the Research
When creating a research project in the field of design, the Design Re-

search Methodology (DRM) developed by Blessing and Chakrabarti’s (2002, 

2009) could be used as methodology for the research. Figure 7 shows the 

basis of the methodology. According to the objective of this research, the 

applicability to the DRM methodology is high.
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The “Research clarification” and “Descriptive study” phases have been 

conducted using methods such as literature review, multiple case study 

research, workshop, open and semi-structured interviews, and internal 

company document reviews. The “Prescriptive study” phase has been con-

ducted using single case study, open and semi-structured interviews, and 

internal company document reviews.

Figure 7. The Design Research Metodology according to the objectives of this re-
search.

Research clarification presented in Papers 1 and 2

The outcomes of the Research Clarification stage are current under-

standing, expectations of the research area and an initial reference model 

that provides some understanding of the use of visualization. An initial 

impact model was developed using “best practice” studies that gave initial 

success factors for improving the process of NPD with visualization.
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The focus of the research was identified, and the objectives of the re-

search were described. This led to the development of a research plan 

where the problems within industry were identified, along with the area 

to be consulted. The main research questions, the hypotheses that addres-

sed the problem and the research approach were developed. This led to 

the decision about what kind of research strategies to adopt and what the 

main stages and methods should be.

 Finally, the expected area of contribution and deliverables to industry 

and science was investigated, and a plan to fulfill these expectations was 

integrated with the research plan and time schedule.

Descriptive Study I, presented in Paper 2

One outcome of the Descriptive Study I stage is a reference model that 

highlights the problems in the investigated area, shows the relevance of 

the research topic, clarifies and illustrates the main line of argumenta-

tion, and points at the factors most suitable to address in order to improve 

the situation. Another outcome is the findings and implications of the 

developed model for support.

Prescriptive Study, presented in Section 5

The outcomes of the Prescriptive Study stage are an impact model with 

a description of the intended implementation of the support to address 

the key factors, an implementation of the actual support, an initial eva-

luation of the suggested support and a plan for evaluation in Descriptive 

Study II.

Descriptive Study II, future research presented in Section 6.4

The outcomes of the Descriptive Study II stage include the following: 

an application evaluation with criteria for success and implications of the 

findings for the developed support, the assumption of the developed sup-

port and the concept behind it, the description of the impact model and 

the reference model (along with the criteria used).
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In this study, the “how” and “why” questions are in focus. As applied 

research focuses on the contemporary events, the most suitable strategy 

involves case studies. Yin explains that case studies are the preferred stra-

tegy, with advantages over the other strategies, when trying to answer 

“how” and “why” questions about contemporary events. The researchers 

have no or very little control here. According to this, the preferred stra-

tegy in this research is case studies.

Figure 8 shows the DRM methodology in relation to the research ques-

tions and research cases.

Figure 8. The DRM methodology in relation to the research questions and research 
cases.

In the two cases presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, the case studies 

have sought to identify how visualization is used and can be used to sup-

port product development execution and to increase the performance of 

this execution. Different methods have been used for the data gathering, 

interviews, direct observations, participatory observations and literature 

studies. These methods have been chosen for their different aspects of 

applicability to the research questions.
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Case A, presented in Section 4.1. 

The purposes of Case A were to get a clear picture of how and why 

visualization is used in product development projects today, clarify the 

problem area, find out what expectations you can ask of this research, 

and identify how current knowledge and theory look. Against this back-

ground, the planning of the whole project is implemented with time ma-

nagement, research plan, the main issues and approaches in research. 

A literature review and a practical examination of best practice were 

implemented and a general approach developed. The focus was to high-

light the design process in a multi-disciplinary manner, with a focus on 

creativity and innovation. The data collection methods used was semi-

structured interviews, workshops, surveys, and literature studies.

Case B, presented in Section 4.2. 

By clarifying and exemplifying the problems that exist in the current 

situation and identifying those factors most suitable to improve the situa-

tion. A reference model for the use of visualization in the execution of 

NPD was developed. The importance of the research area both practically 

(in industry) and theoretically was demonstrated by clarifying the rela-

tionship between different parts of the design process and the implemen-

tation of development projects.

A clear description of the important factors in the visualization of the 

product and the gaps identified in the SME led to the development of a 

new method for visualizing the product. 

Case C, presented in Section 5.1. 

The purpose of Case C was to develop a practical model using visualiza-

tion, thereby increasing the performance of project execution. Based on 

the factors listed in Case B, a method was designed for improving the suc-

cess criteria in product development execution. 

The implementation of the model in a NPD project to verify and eva-

luate the method were made. 

Case D, future research in Section 6.4.
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2.3. Data collection
The conducted interviews in Cases A and B were mainly semi-struc-

tured, but during the interviews open questions arose. The respondents 

were industrial designers, product developers, innovators, innovation 

consultants and project managers.

The selection of the companies was done according to the criteria of 

SMEs with 20-200 employees and with in-house design engineers. The 

final selection was based on the availability and applicability of the com-

pany. The number of interviews conducted was 26, and the interviews 

were performed during a time of six months.

To gain an understanding of how and why visualization is used when 

executing NPD, the interviews illuminate the subjective experience of the 

situation, and the use of “the grand tour” is a possibility to reconstruct the 

significant part of the experience. The directed open interview creates an 

open climate where insight is gained in a natural way.

The direct observations have been conducted primarily by observing 

the work of a number of workshops within Cases B and C. There, the aim 

has been to develop new concepts in a specific field. Notes and pictures 

have been taken during and after each workshop. The work material has 

also been copied.

By using Direct Observation, the data can be used to provide additional 

information about the topic being studied (Yin, 1994). The environmental 

conditions and the behaviors can be used as evidence and provide useful 

validation to other sources of data collection.

To be able to collect data from ongoing NPD projects, Participation Ob-

servation has been used. This opens up access to otherwise closed events 

(Yin, 1994). During the development of methods and tools for the support 

in NPD, the need for direct reconfiguration is important. Participatory 

Observation provides this opportunity.
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A literature study was carried out to get a clear picture of the latest 

practice and scientific use of visualization. The researchers studied orien-

tations of the literature, whose topics included design management, vi-

sualization, product development, innovation, design and product reali-

zation. The sources studied were books and academic papers published in 

conference proceedings and journals.
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2.4. Summary
The main focus in this research has been on developing useful methods 

and tools for industry in an applied research project.

The scientific motivation for this research can be found in areas such 

as the importance and need for visualization and communication in pro-

duct development execution. Meanwhile, the industrial motivation exists 

within the development of processes, methods and tools to create suc-

cessful products.

In order to understand how and why visualization can be used in pro-

duct development and how visualization contributes to the execution of 

product development, three research questions have been formulated 

(Section 1.4). According to these questions, a research design has been 

made focusing on understanding the area and developing support for the 

problem findings.
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The references and background of this research need 
to be defined in order to develop support industry could 
benefit from. The theoretical foundation in this research 

extends from three different areas: design processes, 
innovation and communication. These areas are 

merged into a conceptual framework that serves as the 
foundation of the research.

3. Frame of references
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The problem with qualitative research where the researcher’s own 

background and identity affects the study and result is commonly treated 

as bias. In this research, the view of Maxwell (2005) is embraced:

“any view is a view from some perspective, and therefore is 
shaped by the location (social and theoretical) and “lens” of the 
observer”(p. 39). 

When constructing the conceptual framework, Maxwell (2005) sug-

gests that it contains four main sources for the modules. They are the 

following:

Your own experiential knowledge

Existing theory and research

Your pilot and exploratory research

Thought experiments

A background of the researcher’s own experiential knowledge about 

the area of visualization for product realization is summarized in Section 

1.2, and the remaining three sources will be presented below. The next 

section starts with an introduction and definition of the research fields. 

These fields will be merged into a conceptual framework in Section 3.4.
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3.1. Design Processes
Within the area of design, design science and design research, there is a 

close relationship between the theoretical base, the methodology and the 

studied artifact. To be able to meet the new challenges and complexity in 

products and services, the communities of innovation, art and design are 

merging. This emphasizes the need for different thinking, whether the 

products are professional tools, machinery for production, medical equip-

ment, daily consumer goods, services or experiences. The importance of 

industrial design competency is described by Utterback et.al (2006). Indu-

strial designers have the necessary competency to integrate customers’ 

needs into a product with the intended form, functionality and other de-

sign values. This competency is necessary for multi-disciplinary teams, 

giving the possibility to capture “the whole”, focusing on the intended 

values the product should communicate.

Design means:

“making sense of something, distinguishing it by a sign, giving 
significance, designating its relation to other things, owners, users 
and goods” (Verganti, 2009, p.26).

Design can be described in two different ways – as a process of desig-

ning or as a designed product or service (Clarkson & Eckert, 2005; Blessing 

& Chakrabarti, 2009). However, it is difficult to distinguish the design 

process from the designed product or service, since the design of the pro-

cess influences the final product. Design occurs in engineering as engine-

ering design or in many other domains as industrial design, visual mana-

gement, spatial design, information design or interaction design. Today, 

a product or service must emphasize more than functionality, esthetic 

elegance, simplicity, economy of means and low impact. It must also tell 

us a story that we as customers can identify ourselves with. Conformity 

between the product and the company message is desirable in this sense. 

Design is about understanding the users´ need, and through that creating 

the product´s story as the deeper wishes, values and emotions of the users 

(Utterback, et.al, 2006; Verganti, 2009; Brown, 2009).
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The design process is a model for the application of design in product 

development. It is part of the company’s entire development process and 

is used to achieve successful, creative results through the medium of de-

sign skills and know-how. The design process can be applied to many 

different areas and projects that concern processes, messages, goods, 

services, or environments. The review of these models has been done 

thoroughly by Clarkson and Wynn (Clarkson and Eckert, 2005) and Cross 

(2000), for example.

The process is described and explained by many authors and resear-

chers, among those Ulrich and Eppinger (2003), and is commonly used in 

practice. Ulrich and Eppinger’s model consists of six phases, these phases, 

and especially phase (1) Concept Development, are presented with detai-

led methods and decomposed of their constitutive activities. :

(0) Planning

(1) Concept Development

(2) System-Level Design

(3) Detail Design

(4) Testing and Refining

(5) Production Ramp-Up

Cross (2000) categorizes the different maps or models of the design 

process into two groups, namely descriptive and prescriptive models. The 

descriptive models describe a sequence of activities that occur when de-

signing. The prescriptive models try to prescribe (and persuade us to em-

ploy) a better way of designing through a systematic procedure, a design 

methodology. The prescriptive model or methodology can be divided into 

steps that are similar to the descriptive models. However, what characte-

rizes the prescriptive models is the fact that they suggest improvement 

of the descriptive models. The reason for developing new prescriptive 

models is that the descriptive models of designing tend to come up with 

solutions early in the process. This can lead to overlooking important ele-

ments and not thoroughly investigating the real problem, which in turn 

can result in a ”solution” that does not answer the real problem. 
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One problem in communicating this model is the complexity of the 

iterative process that characterizes the design processes. However, design 

firms partially solve this problem by communicating the linear stage-

gate-model to their customers, but applying an iterative process when 

designing the solution.

“Swedish design firms claim that they follow processes that are 
mostly standard and linear: some firms use specific tools and 
metrics. (In reality, processes are not always linear, but there is a 
feeling that clients wish to see understandable logic.)” (Utterback 
et.al., 2006).

However, this usage of stage-gate-models as a communicative strate-

gy can lead to misunderstanding, both for the customer and the design 

team involved with the project. Clarkson and Eckert (2005) explain how 

a design process should be tailored to the product in development, the 

competency of the design team and the aspiration of the users. The know-

ledge of the product, process and users is vital if the design team is to 

learn from past successes and failures. One could argue the importance of 

communicating the process as an iterative learning process, where every 

step leads to new knowledge about the problem and a new understanding 

of the solution. This creative learning process is something that charac-

terizes the design process and should be held in focus when communica-

ting the process. 

“there are a few design companies that have developed their 
businesses from a well-defined concept and product creation 
process. Typically these companies excel in designing clear 
processes for creative tasks.” (Keinonen and Takala, 2006) 

IDEO, one of the world’s most famous design firms, has developed a 

process that focuses on the user experience and situation. The “Deep 

Dive” IDEO created is based upon observations, rapid 3D visualization 

and modeling of ideas. They are highly creative and use visualization as 

a method for communicating between all the phases in the process. This 

is most legible in the iterative cycle of visualizing, modeling, evaluating 

and refining. However, visualization functions as systematic support th-

roughout the process.
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Keinonen and Takala (2006) continue:

“the IDEO process shows that it is possible to provide a service 
based on the ideation process. There are some modifications to 
the generic process that adapt the ideo process to make it easier 
to use a customer’s seed idea and to emphasize the design 
activities in the process in order to allow for continuous reporting 
to the customer.”

So one could make a service out of a process that is almost generic. This 

realization leads to the belief in making a supportive model for SMEs in 

using visualization as a tool in NPD. 

Decathlon is a company that develops concepts for their own use prima-

rily (Keinonen and Takala, 2006). Their work is carried out in seven pha-

ses: information gathering, brainstorming, scenario creation, concepts, 

formalization, evaluation and, finally, integration with project planning.

“The Imaginew programme primarily aims to anticipate the 
desires and needs of future users and to create corresponding 
product proposals based on those wants and needs.”

And continues,

“the programme enables the iterative evaluation of new product 
innovations and thus minimizes the risk of innovation.” (Keinonen 
and Takala, 2006)

Their process shows that one could make this in-house. Even though 

Decathlon is a rather big company, there are ways of scaling down their 

program to fit smaller companies.

There is not one design process similar to another, and one could argue 

that there is no meaning in trying to explain this process. But there is a 

belief in this process. Furthermore, one can explain all processes in an 

abstract level. Ideo have their “IDEO Deep Dive” process and Decathlon 

their “imaginew” (Keinonen and Takala, 2006). Most of the companies 

working with product development have their own unique process. These 

processes start with gathering background information so that all in the 

team have the same information about the current challenge. The pro-

cesses end up with a prepared concept to take to the next level in the 

innovation process.
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Many companies work with the “Stage-gate-model” as a way of control-

ling the process and keeping projects into the predefined goals.

“The use of stage-gate-models is actually built upon the 
assumption that one actually learns gradually as the project 
develops. However, gate decisions are often applied as locking 
mechanisms for the end result from the very beginning. During 
high uncertainty projects, the gate model should be used to set 
up hypotheses that are tested and evaluated in the following 
phases” (Engwall, 2003) (translated by the author).

In 1986, Takeuchi and Nonaka presented their rugby approach. It 

shows the process with overlapping phases unlike the sequential process 

supported by the “Stage-gate-model”. They describe three changes that 

companies have to consider when moving towards speed and flexibility 

in NPD. First, the management needs to recognize that the developments 

of new products are an iterative and dynamic process. Second, a different 

kind of learning has to be adopted from within all levels of the organiza-

tion towards a broader base of knowledge to challenge the status quo. 

Third, a different mission for NPD needs to be assigned by the manage-

ment, one that sees NPD as a catalyst for change in the organization.

3.2. The Fuzzy Front End of Innovation
In this thesis, innovation is defined in a broad sense, with the intention 

of creating valuable solutions, as

“the implementation of a new or significantly improved product 
(goods or service), but also as a process, a new marketing 
method, or a new organizational method in business practices, 
workplace organization, external relations” (OECD, 2005).

This definition is the same as the Swedish government (2008) has in its 

innovation and research proposition.
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During the last decades, several approaches have been used to explain 

and give detail to the areas of innovation and design. Today, most ap-

proaches include a broad range of products, services and processes. The 

descriptive linear innovation models dominated from the 1950s to the 

mid 1970’s. They were then replaced by integrated and networked mo-

dels. Rothwell (1994) describes five generations of innovation models, 

where the later generations of innovation models are increasingly more 

complex and sophisticated, taking into consideration more and more ele-

ments. Now, the trend is ‘open innovation,’ where links and connections 

become as important as the actual production and ownership of know-

ledge (Chesbrough, 2003, 2009). And the latest is approaches synthesizing 

technological, organizational and commercial aspects of the innovation 

process (Tidd and Bessant, 2009). Von Hippel (2005) also describes the non-

linearity of the innovation process, and explains further the concept of 

user-driven innovation. It emphasizes the role of the user and especially 

the ”lead user”. In these cases, the user is not described as the passive 

recipient of the innovation.

Innovations are an important factor for the development of high tech-

nology companies and their success internationally. If SMEs are to beco-

me successful, they need to manage continuous innovation and perform 

the development process in a good way. Their innovation capability needs 

to be on a high level. According to Jevnaker (1998), innovation capability 

is necessary for companies to be competitive in the market and withhold 

competitive advantages. Creativity, ideas, needs, problems and new opp-

ortunities are some of the sources needed for innovation to occur.

 “The most important source toward innovation is people with their 
free opportunities to use their skills, express their ideas, develop 
inventions and create intra- and entrepreneurship for innovations 
and companies” [Ekman and Jackson, 2006].
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However, today it is often too complex to handle innovations unless 

one employs larger groups of people. This stresses the importance of a 

multi-disciplinary team, where people differ in their roles and have the 

freedom to think big in a creative and innovative environment. Richard 

Florida explains how technology, talents and tolerance for diversity are 

closely connected. Today, more often than not, multi-disciplinary teams 

are responsible for successful innovations – in research and in the com-

pany world (Florida, 2005).

In his book “Five Minds for the Future”, Gardner (2006) describes a 

way of looking for or creating the right people. His “five minds” give us 

something to start with when we assemble a development team for a new 

project. It also forecasts the knowledge of minds the future will demand 

of people to be able to take part of the future, not only as passengers but 

also as drivers. It is time to educate individuals to be disciplined, synthesi-

zed, creative, respectful, and ethical.

“When you step into an intersection of fields, disciplines, or 
cultures, you can combine existing concepts into a large number 
of extraordinary new ideas”(Johansson, 2004). 

Today, increasingly more innovations originate from a phenomenon, 

the so-called Medici Effect. It is the cross-road where ideas, or disciplines, 

from different knowledge areas and cultures meet. This meeting results 

in an explosion of innovation. The “Medici Effect” refers to what the Med-

ici family accomplished in Florence in Italy during the 1500s. By sponso-

ring people from different disciplines - architects, artists, sculptors, philo-

sophers, and scientists - and bringing them all together in Florence, they 

made Florence the epicenter of one of the most creative eras in Europe’s 

history, the Renaissance. By combining different knowledge areas and 

supporting the work with innovative tools and methods, it is possible to 

increase creativity. The use of idea management, ethnographical studies 

of customers, visualization, rapid prototyping, and other creative tools 

can inspire integrated development teams to explore opportunities they 

otherwise would not (Johansson, 2005).
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Dobni (2006) describes eight areas of the highest interest for organiza-

tions seeking to become operative innovative. According to Dobni, the 

goal is to create a continuous innovation and to make an innovation nexus 

where innovation becomes the organization’s mantra. It is a stage where 

competitive interaction is an opportunity to discover value-creating ideas. 

These teams should be market-oriented and proactive and the mindset 

should be “if one succeeds, all succeed”.

“The innovation blueprint describes the environment and 
behaviors necessary for ongoing innovation in an organization. 
The innovation environment, being management-centric, 
describes the context in terms of intentions and infrastructure 
that must be created by management to support innovation. 
Behaviors, on the other hand, are employee-centric, and identify 
the temperaments and characteristics necessary to drive the 
market orientation of employees and the implementation of 
innovation” (Dobni, 2006).

IDEO, one of the leading design and innovation firms in the world, has 

become successful through the systematic use of tools and methods that 

stimulate creativity, new ideas and diversity. This brings innovation to the 

very heart of the company and permeates the whole organization.

3.3. Communication and Visualization
In the knowledge and complex network society, we need to know how 

to use information in an appropriate way. We need to create good com-

munication methods to understand where to look, what to do, and how 

to do it, and for whom. A communicative and flexible organization and 

leadership in times of value-creating networks will be a high competitive 

factor (Tidd & Bessant, 2009; Hamrefors, 2009). 
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Visual communication is important in the innovation and product rea-

lization process. Design should make things visible, including the con-

ceptual model of the system, the alternative actions, and the results of 

action. It should also make it easy to evaluate the current state of the 

system (Norman, 2002). In companies, visual representations are valuable 

in communication between employees, especially if they have different 

roles in the design process. The enthusiasm for all kinds of pictures rests 

on the belief that they benefit comprehension and learning and foster in-

sight. As Barbara Tversky (1981, 2001, 2003, 2005) shows, visual represen-

tations relieve the pressure on memory since they externalize memory 

and reduce processing load by allowing the understanding to be based on 

external rather than internal representations. When working memory is 

released, new information can be processed and creativity stimulated. In 

an era of more complexity in business, management and products, this 

will release resources and create a better foundation for idea generation 

and decision-making. 

Visualization supports different steps in an NPD process. The main goal 

should be the possibility to use visualization in every part of the pro-

cess (for example, in communicating ideas between different parts in an 

implementation process). It saves time and brings thoughts into a struc-

tured and supportive shape. Being aware of shape and function of the 

visualization during the product realization processing time, and in every 

step of an innovative progression, will surely improve the final result in 

every sense. These communicative processes are not strictly in the expli-

cit product development process. They also exist in phases effecting the 

process, such as scenario planning, observing the user, understanding the 

user, explaining the gathered information and communicating this to the 

members of the team. The understanding that comes with the visual com-

munication of all this information improves the overall performance of 

the design process and conveys information to the entire group. To make 

this happen, the team members must understand each other´s informa-

tion needs. (Clarkson and Eckert, 2005)
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All kinds of communication have to be effective and efficient. First of 

all, an external representation can carry understanding in multiple inter-

pretations, in terms of creating a common mental image in the project. 

Communicating this mental image between different parts in a develop-

ment process is hard. It demands a dialogue that does not flinch for ana-

logies and metaphors, and that the receiver interprets based on his or her 

experiences. The challenge is to create among the coworkers a common, 

mental image of the project (not only of the result, but also of the way to 

the result) (Engvall, 2003). The need to communicate this “mental image” 

of the project to the next group of people (who continue the work process) 

despite a lack of information is considered a difficult step. This handover 

situation is described by Eckert et.al. in Design Process Improvement [8].

The use of visual representations within the design process are well 

known in the design community. However, as Arnheim says:

“the value of visual presentation is no longer contested by 
anybody. What we need to acknowledge is that perceptual and 
pictorial shapes are not only translations of thought products, but 
the very flesh and blood of thinking itself and that an unbroken 
range of visual interpretation leads from the humble gestures of 
daily communication to the statements of great art”  (Arnheim, 
1969/2004).

This opens up the discussion about thinking and mental imagery. Fer-

guson (1992) describes the evolution of visualization in engineering de-

sign and the focusing on visual thinking as the language of engineers in 

the modern world. Creating “the mind´s eye” is something that we do all 

the time by collecting images of remembered reality and imagined contri-

vance. And if thinking is the realm of images (Arnheim, 2004), the repre-

sentation of these images must be abstract sketches of the content if the 

finished thoughts are represented with drawings, paintings and models. 

Dan Roan argues in his book “The Back of the Napkin” that anyone can 

use visualization to solve problems and communicating ideas.
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However, the use of visualization in the design process is poorly descri-

bed, and there is a lack of understanding of its important aspects. Here 

we can learn from cognitive researchers and implement this knowledge 

in the design processes. As an example, Brown (2009) explains that pro-

totypes should be made as simple as possible and not be finished. This is 

because we learn from the strengths and weaknesses of the prototype, 

and we identify new directions supporting the development of the next 

generation of prototype. 

According to Ware (2008), our brain acquires information from the vi-

sual environment one to three times per second. This external informa-

tion becomes the content of our visual working memory. To be able to fa-

cilitate memory successfully, external cognitive tools must be developed 

to compensate for limitations in human memory and information proces-

sing at the same time as they take advantage of them (Tversky, 1999). A 

cognitive tool can be a sketch, a map, a chart or a poster of some kind.

Also, creativity is enhanced by allowing designers to interpret sketches 

and create new knowledge through them. The designer views this as inte-

racting with the sketches in a conversation-like manner: the designers see 

more in their sketches than they put in when they drew them, and these 

insights drive further exploration (Schön, 1983). In creative processes, 

one often refers to a five-step model that consists of preparation, incuba-

tion, insight, evaluation and elaboration. According to Csikszentmihalyi 

(1997),

”this classical analytic framework leading from preparation to 
elaboration gives a severely distorted picture of the creative 
process if it is taken too literally. A person who makes a creative 
contribution never just slogs through the long last stage of 
elaboration. This part of the process is constantly interrupted by 
periods of incubation and is punctuated by small epiphanies”. 

If we do not take the framework too literally, as Csikszentmihalyi sug-

gests, this description of a creative process can be useful in communica-

ting what actually happens within this process. Figure 9 shows how this 

process can be linked to the “conversation” designers have with their 

sketch.
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Figure 9. The creative process linked to the “conversation”  designers have with their 
sketch.

The elaboration designers have with their representation or rendering 

is what Arnheim (1969/2004) returns to when he describes the insight:

“the nature of problem solving by “insight” can only be 
described if one knows what mechanisms it involves. The term 
“insight” refers to “sight” and raises the question of how much 
the perceptual awareness of the problem situation contributes” 
Arnheim (1969/2004.

A central part in all processes is communication. Design processes are 

no exception. However, according to Eckert (2001), designers often fail to 

recognize that the resulting problems are communication problems.  One 

way of improving this communication can be by using visualizations.
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When Arnheim describes that concepts take shape, he begins with the 

following observation:

 “if thinking takes place in the realm of images, many of these 
images must be highly abstract since the mind operates often at 
high levels of abstraction. But to get at these images is not easy”.

And he continues,

“at best, mental images are hard to describe and easily disturbed. 
Therefore, drawings that can be expected to relate to such 
images are welcome material”(Arnheim, 1969/2004).

Indeed, Henderson (1999) describes the use of sketches and drawings 

like this:

“engineering sketches and drawings are the building blocks 
of technological design and production. Moreover, because 
they are developed and used interactively, these visual 
representations act as the means for organizing the design to 
production process and serve as social glue between individuals 
and between groups”. 

She then continues: 

“sketching is connected with thoughts that are in visual format. 
As an Interactive tool, sketches are the most direct way that an 
engineer can contribute to a colleague’s conceptualization of 
an idea – by giving form to concepts pictured in her or his own 
mind”(Henderson, 1999).

Sketches facilitate both individual thinking and interactive communi-

cation because they allow these processes to occur simultaneously; they 

become group-thinking tools (Henderson, 1999). According to Dan Roam, 

sketches also facilitate questions like who, what, how much, where, 

when, how, and why (Roam, 2009).
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If we focus on how our brain works regarding these questions, we find 

that that process is linked to our way of creating understanding in what 

we see. We also discover that this understanding raises new questions 

that stimulates other parts of our brain. Every second, billions of bits of 

information hit our retina, looking at the world. However, we actually see 

only about one thousand bits. That is because we sort the information bits 

into things we need to see. This means that we need to have already made 

sense of a problem in order to be able to see it.  Otherwise, we would 

only be looking at the problem without creating any understanding of it. 

As we already have discussed, our understanding is based on an interac-

tion between internal and external images. Yvonne Hansen, as quoted in 

“Graphic Tools for Thinking, Planning and Problem Solving” (Jacobson 

2000), has pointed out that individuals use three different ways of recei-

ving information: external, internal and a combination of the two.

Don Roam (2009) maintains that sketches can be used to define pro-

blems from the questions who and what. What he actually does is en-

circle the problems by asking what is going on and who is in charge. By 

putting a mark on the paper, he visualizes the problems. But the sket-

ches do not show the appearance of the problem and the person respon-

sible; rather, they represent the metaphor “encircle the problem”. We 

talk about problems in terms of quantities, but in reality they cannot be 

measured. Roan asks this question: How many problems? This question 

can be visualized if the problem is compared to other troubles that are 

less important or more urgent. In an abstract graph, the proportions of 

the problem will be tangible. The question “Where” is related to location. 

It can either be topographical or metaphorical if the problems are located 

in the organization and the visualization goes from abstract to specific.

By grading the problems, it is possible to make a scheme for scheduling 

and timing answering the question when. A sketch of the working-flow 

or scheme will help the people involved to get an overview of the whole 

process. Roam put forward that a flow-chart can be useful for the discus-

sion of how to do, and a multiple variable plot can explain why. 
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Dan Roams theories for how sketches can be used in problem-solving 

and the selling of ideas make sense. Yet they also raise questions. First, he 

does not discuss the relationship between sketches and verbal comments. 

He frequently uses text in his sketch examples in his book (Roam 2009) 

and in his lectures. Without the accompanied text, the sketches would be 

useless. Second, it is important to make clear that many problems cannot 

be solved with images. Third and finally, he does not seem to be aware 

that many of his examples are visualizations of metaphors; consequently, 

the sketches are highly abstract.

So if we use what our senses perceive with what our “mind´s eye” sees, 

our imagination, and combine these we get visual thinking. As Ware 

(2008) puts it,

“the combination of imaginary with the real is what makes visual 
thinking such a marvel and is a key part in the internal-external 
dance of cognition”.

 Based on this theory, a conceptual framework has been developed fo-

cusing on the creative process and the use of sketches within NPD pro-

jects.

3.4. A Proposal of a Conceptual Framework
When discussing different strategic decisions, it is important to have 

tools designed for understanding. A conceptual framework for innovative 

product realization is presented in this section whose aim is to take this 

one step further, in developing a sustainable model, including interpreta-

tion.

In a world where global competition is a fact and the successful release 

of new products and services is dependent on time-to-market and timing, 

manufacturers’ focus is on developing products in shorter time than the 

competitors with the same quality, performance, and functionality. To do 

so, they need research within specific activities such as the use of sket-

ches in NPD projects.
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As Clarkson and Eckert (2005) observed, “the current challenge to the 

design research community is to provide designers with a wider range of 

methods and tools to support specific activities within the design process 

and to improve its overall co-ordination”.  These activities require support 

and communication systems that are easy to handle and work with. Thus, 

one strategy for visualization might be to make the design process more 

transparent, facilitating the design processes and the production chain.

The use of sketches and models as described in Section 3.3 will sti-

mulated visual thinking in NPD, since the sketches improve the team’s 

communication process and stimulate a mutual mental image. The goal 

is to eliminate traditional barriers and foster good communication and 

cooperation. The process should be made explicit in order to facilitate 

development and the possibility to become increasingly flexible, creative, 

and robust to changes in the market, organization, task, and team.  

The mind of the designer is visual, and the designer uses visualization 

in a way that supports design thinking. However, the strategies for kno-

wing how to use visualization are poor. Why is that? One reason could be 

that the impact of visualization is not fully understood. The use of visua-

lization as a thinking/creative tool could be seen as belonging to profes-

sionals within the field of industrial design. With simple pictures, you can 

use the brain’s capacity to structure the questions you need answered. 

These basic questions are programmed into our brains and help us in our 

everyday life. Using this capability we all share, we could all be designers, 

using our visual thinking through design thinking, creating new know-

ledge by seeing new opportunities and developing solutions to them.

The use of visual representations gives us a clue to the problem we 

spotted, but it does not make us designers. Forty years ago it could have, 

when designing was about “making stuff that solved problems”. But, 

today, designers create solutions by understanding the problem using 

people’s knowledge of it. Designers employ design thinking in their pro-

cess, placing the user in focus, creating the overall understanding of the 

product and using visualization as a tool. Designers are experts in the 

iterative process of creating new ideas, products and services.
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To be able to develop support and tools for the industry in their use of 

design processes, an understanding of the process needs to be clarified. 

A generic design process was developed in order to develop prescriptive 

tools and methods. 

This conceptual framework focused on a prescriptive model addres-

sing the need to develop improved processes for NPD in a global compe-

titive world. The so-called idPeo process (Figure 10) presented in Paper 1 

(Wikström, 2008) is a methodology for innovative product development 

and successful cooperation. It focuses on management and flexibility of 

creative product development within organizations dependent on crea-

tivity, quality, and time-to-market. The process consists of the eight key 

activities below. 

Figure 10. idPeo, a methodology for innovative product development.
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In the following part, key factors and aspects of using visual tools and 

methods through the development process and their implementation 

into the idPeo process will be presented. 

1. Analysis and Assembly of Team

The aim of this step is to analyze the necessary expertise and know-

ledge areas for the project and the assembly of the development team 

with its necessary skills. This assembly should take into consideration the 

creation of a multi-disciplinary team so that the mix of individuals fosters 

creativity, ideas, problems and new opportunities (Gardner, 2006; Kelley, 

2005).

By developing a graphic solution to this task, one can make informa-

tion concerning necessary competencies and key skills appear more ac-

curate and clear regarding the project at hand. By using simple charts 

and common symbols, one can easily get a graphic solution to the com-

petency need problem that supports decision-making and facilitate the 

assembly of the team. The solution is based upon a multi-task approach 

in which each question’s answer is to be implemented in the chart that 

develops the solution to the task. 

2. Project Plan Development

 It is important to develop a generic plan to share important decisions 

in the project at hand. This step becomes more critical when phases in 

the design process overlap and the handover situations become more 

complex. The right information for the coming phases needs to be produ-

ced in order to meet the time schedule.

This task could use a tool developed by De Bono (1992). This tool starts 

with the goal. It then breaks down every preceding step into tasks that 

lead you to the subsequent step. The tool is called “How to walk the talk”. 

This visual tool sets in motion the development of your task in a foreseea-

ble way. This should also be a time for getting more closely connected in 

the team, using some kind of team building tool as well.
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3. Project Definition

This is where the collective goal is visualized and described to serve as 

common direction throughout the project execution. When setting up 

goals in a project, the creation of a common mental image takes place and 

a co-ownership of the entire project is born.

The use of visual tools in this step is understandable. One way to create 

this common mental image of the project can be by making a model or 

mock up of the project and the process in front of you.

4. Knowledge Gathering

As described earlier, most design processes starts with this phase. This 

phase needs to use every visual tool available in order to facilitate the 

communication necessary for shared information in the entire team. The 

goal is to make space for exploration in the next phases of the process.

This step consists of fully visual information gathering. One could vi-

deo record, take digital photos or sketch everything you see. Creating 

picture walls or mood boards make this visual. The visualization could be 

in terms of an storyboard showing the exact user experience of the final 

result or a “wizard of oz” described by Buxton (2007). The main goal is to 

involve the whole team in developing this “mental image”. The aim is to 

get the users’ experiences back to the team for sharing and analyzing.

5. Analysis of Information

For the gathered material to be interpreted in the right way, it has to be 

translated from the language of the receiver to that of the sender. When 

working in multi-disciplinary teams, it is extra important to share and 

understand the information gathered. This analysis of information should 

be done in the entire group, with all information visible.

Here, it becomes important to know what information the entire gro-

up needs. The use of visualization here places the team in some difficulty, 

but acting or doing charades could capture the right information for the 

task. The use of traditional product development tools is useful here as 

well.
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6. Concept Development

In this phase, exploration dominates the process. Concepts are genera-

ted that correspond with the needs of the customer. The time for visual 

thinking needs to be prioritized. This is where the actual sketching and 

drawing takes place. It is critical to make time for every step in this pro-

cess and not to decide too early. Create using paper and pen even though 

you may consider yourself bad in sketching.

7. Evaluation

This activity involves the evaluation and selection of appropriate solu-

tions to the customer’s need. The toolbox of the engineer comes in great 

use here, determining what ideas to develop into solutions and documen-

ting the learning so far. 

By using visual methods and tools during the whole process, you should 

now have accumulated a number of visualizations (from the very begin-

ning of the project until when it is time to decide which one to develop 

for presentation). Going back to the first visualization - the mental image 

of the project - and comparing it with the final result could lead you to 

the right decision. 

8. Final Presentation

In this phase, the final selected product is visualized and described to 

best show the advantages. The use of information graphics and visual 

representations is central. Models and stories are powerful tools for the 

creation of a satisfied customer. 

There is a point in visualizing the process as well, when it comes to 

reflection and learning for projects to come the process of visualization 

could be used as a guide or map for the individual’s reflection, as well as 

for the entire team.

3.5. Summary
This conceptual framework serves as a supporting structure in the con-

tinued work and has been used within the cases. The focus within the 

creative process and the use of visualization throughout the cases has 

been an important aspect to study. 
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As described in previous sections, a conceptual 
framework was developed and, as will be shown in this 
section, implemented in different projects. The model 

can be seen here as a supporting structure for the 
projects.

4. Empirical Studies
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The empirical studies are divided into two case studies, where the ob-

jectives are to develop an understanding about and insight into the re-

search questions and answer them. 

4.1.	 Case	Study	A,	Research	Clarification	Study.
The purposes of Case A were to get a clear picture of how and why 

visualization is used in product development projects today, to clarify the 

problem area, to find out what expectations you can ask of this research 

and to identify what the current knowledge and theory levels looked like. 

Based on this background, the planning of the whole project was made 

and implemented, together with time management, the research plan, 

and the main issues and approaches in the research. 

A literature review and practical examination of the best practice were 

conducted and a general approach was developed. The case is described in 

Paper 2 (Wikström, 2009). The focus was to highlight the design process 

in a multi-disciplinary manner, with extra focus on creativity and innova-

tion. The data collection methods used were semi-structured interviews, 

workshops and surveys.

4.1.1.  Problem Statement
As discussed in Section 3.4, supportive tools for product development 

need to be developed in close relationship with the design process. These 

tools have to make a difference in the industrial context. They have to be 

desirable, feasible and viable. Inevitably, in order to create these tools, 

understanding the current situation within the industrial context of inte-

rest, SMEs, is important. How is the current use of visualization, and what 

knowledge of using visualization as a strategic tool is there?

RQ1: How and why is visualization used in product development 
projects?
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4.1.2.  Empirical Findings
According to the interviews conducted, a lack of competency regar-

ding the effectiveness of using visualization within innovation processes 

exists. There are differences regarding the knowledge of the use of visua-

lization for performance among the interviewees. The designers and the 

innovation advisors possessed good knowledge about the use and effec-

tiveness in using visualization. In-house design engineers were aware of 

the effectiveness, but did not practice visualization effectively. The inven-

tors knew about the importance, but only used visualization with models. 

This might stem from a lack of skills and self-confidence in visualizing 

with paper and pen.

Industrial Designers. The designers possess good knowledge about 

using visualization in their work. It is one of their key skills, using sket-

ches to visualize ideas and communicate thoughts about solutions and 

propositions. This sketching is referred to as a way of thinking and crea-

ting your own brainstorms. Through these sketches, new knowledge 

about the solution arises and is interpreted in the next proposition. They 

use visualization strategically, but not as effectively as they could.

Innovation Advisors. The innovation advisors do not use visualiza-

tion themselves; rather, they are frequent buyers of visualization skills 

from designers and illustrators. They have good knowledge about the use 

of visualization and tend to buy these skills in a structured way according 

to their road map. 

Inventors. The private inventors, struggling for their new ideas to 

reach the market, possess little knowledge as to why and how one can 

employ visualization in product and service development. Nonetheless, 

they tend to use visualization in their own way. If they have sketching 

skills, they use them. Even if they do not have that skill, they use sketches 

for the same reason designers do, to test and communicate with themsel-

ves. Inventors tend to use models more than all other groups and earlier 

in the process.
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Design Engineers within SMEs. The use of visualization in a struc-

tured way is something design engineers within SMEs are quite good at in 

the later stages of the development process. This is partly because of the 

use of stage-gate-models. In addition, they have CAD systems that support 

this way of process-structuring. However, the use of sketches or models 

in the beginning of the process is not conducted as a tool. This part of the 

process is almost something the design engineers apologize for doing. 

The use of models and drawings is rather prevalent, but also occurs in the 

later stages. They do not use visualization as a tool in creating visions for 

the project team or the company.

Below is a presentation of eight different categories of visualization 

that are of interest in this research. These categories are a result of the 

analysis of the interviews. Yin points out the need to use an analytical 

approach for the analysis of research data (Yin, 1994). Merriam describes 

analysis as a complex process that moves back and forth between con-

crete data and abstract concepts, between inductive and deductive reaso-

ning, and between description and interpretation (Merriam, 1994). What 

researchers do to create meaningful results is not a logical process. It is 

more based on intuition and the researcher’s sensitivity for the informa-

tion. In this analysis, three different approaches have been used: pattern 

matching, clustering and probability. 

The eight categories are divided in two groups. Four are behaviors, and 

four are rendering types for visualization. The different categories are 

shown in Figure 11 below, and explained further on the next page.

Figure 11. The eight categories of interest are divided in two groups, where four are 
behaviors and four are rendering types for visualization.
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1. Importance, the attitude about importance and meaning of 
using visualizations in innovation processes.

2. Use of, what are their own attitudes about how they use 
visualizations as a method.

3. Vision, strategic use of visualizations or the use of visualization 
as a tool for creating visions.

4. Systematic, is this work with visualizations done systematically, 
or is it done ad hoc?

5. Sketches, why and how sketches are being used?

6. Drawing, is the use of drawings in the process something that is 
seen as an important tool?

7. 3D-cad, what does 3D-cad ad as a tool, and is it being used 
reflectively?

8. Models, the physical model as a powerful tool and how to they 
use it as a source of knowledge.

The behaviors are, of course, important for using visualizations in an 

effective and efficient way. Furthermore, as we can see in Figure 12, the-

re is a difference between the four focus groups. One could see that all 

groups were fully aware of the great importance of using visualization. 

From their own perspectives, they are good users of visualization. Ho-

wever, they lack in the systematic use and in the early stages in creating 

visions or common mental images.

The reasons for using visualization are effectiveness in communication 

and a communicative need in the next step in the process. However, the 

next step in the process might be something you do yourself and not a 

communication problem with a handover situation. This could lead to not 

investigating the step the way one should and choosing a solution that 

is not the best one. The outcome of the use of visualization is what the 

interview refers to as a common understanding of the problem at hand, a 

sort of mental image in a project group. This is also one of the reasons for 

using visualization for visionary thinking in projects.
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The companies in this research have problems with resources and 

knowledge in the use of visualizations. The method of using visualiza-

tion is well-known, and they think of themselves as good at using visua-

lization. However, they only feel good about what they are familiar with 

within visualization. Thus, the use and knowledge is good in their own 

sphere and, as far as they are concerned, they are doing the things that 

can be done.

This leads to the next part, which is systematic in the process of using 

visualizations. Figure 12 shows that this is where it differs between the 

groups. The innovation advisors are usually more strategic than the in-

ventors, but all of them are fully aware of that they could be better in 

their use. The design engineers use CAD tools with a kind of systematic 

approach and have a model or method that they use in creating new 

products. The industrial designers uses their design process as a tool for 

keeping projects systematic. The reason for having systems and processes 

for development are mainly for status and communication within project 

teams and for the administration of the project regarding resources and 

budget. From an industrial designer’s perspective, the management of 

these projects is the main reason.

Figure 12. The differences between the eight categories of interest.
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4.1.3.  Conclusions from Case A
According to the model of eight categories, a clustering of data was per-

formed that led to a conclusion to classify the categories in four groups; 

namely, awareness, strategies, solution- and idea-based rendering type. 

This leads to the conclusion that SMEs are aware of their use of visualiza-

tion; however, they think they use visualization better than they do. They 

tend to prefer solution-based rendering types. As such, they are weak in 

their idea phase. This could easily be taken care of, and is partly being 

solved, through the use of design firms that prioritize that kind of com-

petency in these cases. This puts the management in a difficult situation: 

they have to take these kinds of situations without sufficient information. 

This results in a need for visualization knowledge and its implementation 

in the product realization process.

Design firms are good in the idea phase, but could be more structured 

during the whole process. This results in problems when communicating 

ideas and solutions to the customer. However, this is not a purely com-

munication problem. It is also a knowledge problem, where customers 

tend to believe they know what the process consists of and what to expect 

from it. 

Next, the factors of interest will be identified and the best practice pre-

sented in Case Study B.
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4.2. Case Study B, Descriptive Study 1.
By clarifying and exemplifying the problems that exist in the current 

situation and identifying those factors most suitable for improving the 

situation, a better understanding of what visualization can do to improve 

the performance of NPD projects is gained. In addition, the execution 

of NPD can become more efficient by focusing on concrete activities. 

Further, clarifying the relationship between different parts of the design 

process and the implementation of development projects demonstrates 

the importance of the research area, both practically (in industry) and 

theoretically.

A clear description of the factors that are important in the visualization 

of the product and the gaps identified in the SME leads to the develop-

ment of new methods for visualizing the product or service, The case is 

described in Paper 2 (Wikström, 2009). 

4.2.1.  Problem Statement
What are the factors that affect the performance of NPD projects, and 

can different visualization methods be a tool for team and management 

to turn them into success factors?

RQ 2: What does a common model of visualization as a supporter 
for product development look like?

4.2.2. Empirical Findings
The tools/methods for visualization have one common goal and that is 

communication, the communication to explore and define the solution 

for you and for the whole team. This communication requires different 

rendering types in the process. According to the interviewees, the focus 

has been on the use of sketches, models, drawings and 3D-cad. As mentio-

ned before, the main reason is the effectiveness of communication within 

the process. However, the use of rendering type depends on where in the 

process the project is. 
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When deciding which rendering type to use, one focuses on the resour-

ces and competency that are available, not on the rendering type that fits 

the purpose best. The purpose of sketches and physical models is quite 

the same, and its main focus is in communication and exploring ideas. 

Meanwhile, drawings and 3D-cad are mainly for communicating and defi-

ning solutions (Brown, 2009). The efficiency using computers provides is 

realized mostly in the later stages of the concept development, when you 

are close to the final solution and you need to test the idea for real, crea-

ting a physical model or prototype. So, which rendering types are used 

and why varies. This is explained in Figure 13 with the dependencies of 

rendering type according to reason of use. 

Figure 13. Types of rendering according to reason of use.

If we map Buxton’s description of five different types of rendering ac-

cording to Figure 13 (Buxton, 2007),  it could look like this:

Exploring uses sketches and memory drawings.

Defining uses technical and descriptive drawings.

Refining uses descriptive drawings.

Communicating between the different steps uses presentation 
drawings.
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Creating an overview of the best practice is a difficult, two-step process. 

First you have to find the practice. Then you have to evaluate it according 

to the categories SMEs are most interested in. These studies have been 

strictly based upon literature in this part, and the impression is that there 

is not much written within this area. Nonetheless, the conclusion drawn 

is that visualization in a structured and strategic way is a key factor for 

successful product realization.

IDEO and Decathlon, described in Section 3.1, are fully aware of how 

and why they use visualization. Their use is strategic, with a focus on 

idea-based and solution-based uses, as seen in Figure 14 below. This des-

cription of IDEO has been confirmed by interviews and a visit to IDEO in 

Palo Alto, California. 

Figure 14. The differences between the two examples of best practice depending on 
the eight categories of interest.

My impression of the work at both IDEO and Decathlon is that they use 

visualization as a strategic tool in the process. How they keep this focus 

and continue to develop their process with visualization could be groun-

ded in the use of process leaders in their projects. IDEO and Decathlon’s 

processes do not strictly use visualization in the explicit product deve-

lopment process. They employ it in phases effecting the process, such 

as scenario planning, observing and understanding the user, explaining 

the gathered information and communicating this to the members of the 

team. The understanding that comes with the visual communication of 

all this information improves the overall performance of the design pro-

cess and conveys information to the entire group. To make this happen, 

the team members must understand each other´s information needs. 
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4.2.3.  Conclusions from Case B
The factors to focus on when attending the problem are what seem to 

be common sense, but are in most companies forgotten, ignored or even 

not considered work. The fact that these factors are mainly at the begin-

ning of NPD projects calls for extra attention because the cost of failure 

in later stages is so much higher compared to when you fail at the begin-

ning. The factors below are most appropriate to address when improving 

the performance of NPD projects with regard to visualization.

The use of sketches and low-fidelity models for exploring the problem 

area.

Identifying the problem.

Understanding the problem.

Communicating with words instead of visualizations.

Creating visible goals for teams, visionary goals.

The management of NPD is focused on solutions.

This implies the need for methods and tools for applying visualization 

in SME innovation processes, as well as for design firms. The use of a road-

map like the one IDEO uses could lead to better understanding and more 

effective projects. However, this study does not address whether this is 

applicable in larger companies.
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4.3. Summary of Empirical Studies
As shown in the two cases, there is a need to develop new approaches 

to using visualization as a tool and method in NPD projects. There are 

problems stemming from using visualization in a structured way in these 

projects, and these problems are generated by management and project 

teams. By addressing these problems, the process should be made explicit 

for both management and team. This will also lead to more opportunities 

for new products and improved processes.

Finally, the results of the empirical studies have been analyzed using 

the intuitive approach probability. This method focuses on the conclusion 

that seems reasonable and logical. The method works as a kind of guide 

that draws attention to what appears to be proper and reasonable. The 

outcome of this analysis will be presented in the next section.
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This chapter presents the design process based on 
visualization that has been developed in this research. 
The process is based on the criteria defined in Chapter 
4. The focus is on the conceptual phase. The need for 

steering documents for project teams, management and 
guidance is the main focus in the development 

of this model.

5. A Design Process Based on Visualization
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In order to implement new methods and tools in the process of making 

new products, it is important to add value at different levels in an organi-

zation. The need for detailed information about project enhancement for 

management and the team’s need to communicate both within the group 

and with other interest groups are important issues to be handled. This 

leads to the third question:

RQ3: How should visualization be managed in order to increase 
the performance of product development?

The purpose of this thesis was to develop a practical model using vi-

sualization, thereby increasing the perceived performance of project ex-

ecution. Based on the factors listed in Case B, a method is designed for 

improving the success criteria in NPD execution, a prescriptive study.

When developing a new model for design process support for SMEs, 

the focus should be in making impact at low cost. In other words, the 

implementation of the suggested model should be easy and smooth. This 

model was developed through a thoroughly literature study and by com-

bining practice with the actual problem factors. 

Figure 15. A generic model of visualization according to rendering type.
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The eight categories, four groups and the two different kinds of ap-

proaches developed in the cases are the main focus in this model. The 

use of different rendering types according to these approaches is the way 

it is suggested in this reference model. If we look at Figure 13 regarding 

dependencies of rendering type according to reason of use and adopt the 

knowledge from literature regarding visualization, a generic model like 

Figure 15 could be the result. These phases will be presented below. 

This suggested model directs when to use what type of rendering and 

map it to one generic design process. This gives us directions on sup-

porting systems for using visualization in NPD projects. By improving the 

knowledge about the positive effects of using different rendering types ac-

cording to the process and learning when to use these different types, one 

can consider a development of the entire process. However, this model 

focuses on the exploration of ideas towards defining a solution, and there 

are steps to be taken both before and after this exploration and define 

phases. These steps need more research in the future.

The factors to consider in the development of this model are described 

in Section 4.2.3 and are the guidance for this work. As described earlier, 

the model serves as a tool for both management and project teams. This 

focus of two different categories of users complicates the process of com-

municating the purpose of the model, which in turn can lead to an abst-

raction of the whole model and its goal; however, this is not the intention 

of the model. Instead, this model is to be concrete for both groups of 

users, and serve as a tool and guidance in communication and project 

management throughout the project. 

Starting at the team level, we need to fully understand both groups’ 

problem and address the factors that lead the team towards the desired si-

tuation. As we saw in Case A, the awareness of SME use of visualization is 

not comparable to its actual use. This is mainly in the exploration phase. 

So, the intention of the model is to support the use of visualization in this 

phase, and strengthen the latter part with new tools and methods. 
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The importance of exploring ideas thoroughly is discussed in Section 

3.4. It is to create deeper understanding of the exploration phases and the 

need for information regarding what value it creates and how it effects 

the phases to come. One way to create this understanding is by giving the 

different phases names, not only at an abstract level but at a concrete le-

vel. This creates understanding and meaning to the different phases, with 

a focus on what the purpose of the phase is. Just by reading the name of 

the phase you should understand why this is done at this specific moment 

and what reason there is to do it.

Thus, the functions the model needs to have are both communicative 

and supportive. The main focuses of the model are supporting the com-

municative part, highlighting the importance of the exploration phase 

for management and creating an understanding of its impact on the per-

formance of product development (the effectiveness of the process). This 

is done mainly by adding structure to the whole process and exemplifying 

what the different phases contain and why that is important. 

The main concerns for management are solutions, solutions to pro-

blems and solutions that can be made profitable. But in order to create 

the best solution possible, you need to fully understand the problem area. 

As one can read in Section 3.4, this is best done by using design thinking. 

However, design thinking is an abstract way of working. It creates “only” 

new knowledge about the problem area and no solutions as to how to 

solve the problem. This fact is tricky to handle. Indeed, most see design 

thinking as a cost that could be skipped. The solution is to add concrete, 

substantial value to this part. The learning project is one way to handle 

this fuzzy knowledge-creating part of a project. By allowing projects to be 

open in their structure for a longer time, using a convergent way of crea-

ting knowledge about the problem and employing divergent thinking to 

create specifications and frames for the problem, you are more likely to 

create what the user needs.

A plan of implementing the model in a project to verify and evaluate 

the method was developed.
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5.1. Proposal
To conclude this case, there is a need to reflect upon the process of 

NPD. As described in Section 3, the process is difficult to understand. Few 

have the whole picture of NPD clear. However, one can create a better un-

derstanding by developing support that exemplifies the use of different 

tools and methods throughout the entire process. This step in the deve-

lopment of support concentrates upon the conceptualization phase, with 

convergent and divergent thinking.

The different phases in the model are described as guidelines for ma-

nagement and methods for teams. By exemplifying the content of the 

different phases according to what value it creates, you open the door to 

design thinking and learning projects.

The following are the different phases in the conceptual phase:

Thinking sketch

Prescriptive sketch

Talking sketch

Memory drawing

Technical drawing

Descriptive drawing

Presentation drawing

These phases are important for the outcome of new products. Why 

then do we have these particular phases? The following pages will explain 

and exemplify the different phases. The case described is a NPD project 

where a design firm followed the conceptual framework as well as the 

model of visualization described in Figure 15. The project is described 

further in the next section.
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5.2. Pre-test of the proposed model
This project focuses on the importance of the individual steps in the 

model. The description of the different steps needed refining. Two areas 

of interest are how the design engineer experiences the steps and what 

the important aspects of following them were.

The project aim was to develop a conceptual design for an electric 

wheelchair for terrain and off-road. Sensors for placing the driver on a 

horizontal level at all times were included. A functionality prototype have 

been developed and tested. The figures (Figure 17-23) presented in Sec-

tion 5.2 were developed during this project. In addition to the suggested 

improvements and the validation of important steps, the figures were 

among the most important results.

The set-up consisted of a time frame and a draft of the model for using 

visualization with different characteristics at different phases in the pro-

cess of developing this concept design. The model starts with the inspi-

rational phase, and some tools for gathering information are suggested. 

Figure 16 shows the original draft of the model that the designers used 

when developing the concept, the resolution on the figure is rather poor 

but I wanted to show the original draft here.

Figure 16. A draft of the model of using visualization
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Figure 17. Milocopter “thinking sketch”.

Thinking sketch, Figure 17. It all starts with an idea. To capture it 

before it flows away is hard. It could be gone within seconds. Reloading 

the working memory by simply putting thoughts down on paper or into 

a model is the easiest way to capture the idea. These sketches of thoughts 

are “for your eyes only” and are there to help you recapture the thought 

you had at that specific time. So the resolution/exactness of the sketch is 

irrelevant because the only purpose of this specific sketch is to help you 

remember the idea and the thought you had.

Our present knowledge regarding the capacity of our working memory 

is insufficient. One does not know how quickly an idea or thought is lost 

to other things that load the working memory. By creating hundreds of 

sketches, not bigger than a postmark, you are able, just by looking at it, 

to recapture most of the information connected to that sketch.
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Prescriptive sketch, Figure 18. Making sense out of the thinking 

sketches, adding knowledge and creating new knowledge is the main 

goal in this step. In this phase, the sketch work becomes more intense as 

the conversation between the designer and the sketch grows. In this con-

versation, new knowledge is created, providing value through the whole 

phase.

The use of this prescriptive sketch is mainly for the designer’s own be-

nefit. However, it can also work as a group thinking tool, allowing others 

to add their knowledge to the exploration and creation of new knowled-

ge. These sketches should be made at quite a high level of abstraction in 

order to facilitate creativity and support long-term memory. The creation 

of ”the mind’s eye” is of great importance at this point, and the designers 

see more in their sketches than they put in them.

These sketches are often too detailed and too much time is spent on 

the finish. 

Figure 18. Milocopter, Prescriptive sketch. 
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Talking sketch, Figure 19. It is in this phase that the real communi-

cation starts. These sketches are supposed to explain the idea and its con-

text. The creating of this “information graphic”, with sketches and text 

combined, facilitates individual thinking as well as interaction between 

team members and management. The ”talking sketch” communicates ef-

fectively and gives understanding to the idea explored. The purpose of 

this phase is to create a common mental image of the idea and to have 

the necessary information in one place. These sketches serve as building 

blocks in the development of knowledge regarding the idea and the focus 

area.

The roughness of the sketch allows other team members and collea-

gues to add value to it by interpreting the sketch in their way, leaving 

drawn or written comments on it. This phase focuses on the combination 

of internal and external information, creating new meaning to known 

areas and ideas.

Figure 19. Milocopter, Talking sketch
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Memory drawing, Figure 20. The memory drawing is the first dra-

wing of the idea. The main focus is to communicate with more accuracy 

in the image. To that end, computer application can be used. At the same 

time, one must not forget that the main goal is still to use divergent thin-

king and create ideas.

Even though this phase is used to create ideas, the focus is sliding 

towards finding solutions. One uses this phase in order to develop more 

understanding about the ideas created and to build upon other ideas with 

new ones. The verbal comments in the previous phase are drawn into the 

concept, externalizing its meaning and communicating the solution of 

that verbal exploration.

The level of detail is in focus, turning the earlier abstract concept into 

something explicit and concrete. The combination of imagery and reality 

becomes clear and gives new meaning to the concept.

Figure 20. Milocopter, Memory drawing.
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Technical drawing, Figure 21. A new focus, with definition and con-

vergent thinking, dominates, even though new ideas may arise and beco-

me implemented. The communication is broader, with technical content 

and concept design to detailed design. More people have to be able to 

understand the drawing. The handover situation between different stages 

in a company’s development process usually takes place now. As a re-

sult, the diversity of people with information needs increases. This phase 

should solve those needs.

This phase concludes the exploration stage and creates an understan-

ding of the complexity of the idea. It also illustrates the solution in detail. 

In addition, the technical drawing is a foundation for decision-making. It 

turns ideas into technical solutions, which forces team members to make 

decisions.

Figure 21. Milocopter, Technical drawing.
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Descriptive drawing, Figure 22. Further development drives the le-

vel to detailed designing, with a focus on delivering the solution to the 

problem. The ideas narrow down so that the solution can be explained 

and described to an even wider group of people. Not only the detailed de-

sign but also the complete solution of ideas solving the problem spotted 

on the market are in focus.

Explaining the solution in its context with storyboards or scenarios is 

an important step. This leads to even more information about the solu-

tion. It also gives marketing and sales new knowledge about the use of 

the solution. This could lead to a new meaning of the product within its 

scope, which in turn could create even more value for the company be-

hind the product.

The systematic approach of the design engineers is useful and creates 

value in this phase. This is the phase that most design engineers strive 

to get to as soon as possible: this is where the ”real” work is done, with 

computer applications describing the solution.

Figure 22. Milocopter, Descriptive drawing.
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Presentation drawing, Figure 23. This drawing contains the entire 

information of the solution and presents it in an esthetical way. A combi-

nation of drawing and text, this could be more information graphic than 

drawing. This information should be able to present the entire solution to 

everybody involved, explaining the solution and the scope of the problem 

solved.

A ”walkthrough” of the entire process and the visual work from diver-

gent to convergent thinking could help to fully understand the process of 

designing the solution one could be benefit from. This creates a deeper 

understanding of the presented solution, as well as the process of creating 

the solution. It gives understanding to the iterative process of designing 

and explains the importance of the exploration phase in coordination 

with the solution phase. 

Figure 23. Milocopter, Presentation drawing.
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5.2. Summary
The importance of trust and self confidence in the multi-disciplinary 

product development teams is more important than skills in visualiza-

tion. Here, the use of visualization in product development, is proven not 

to be for professionals alone, but a tool for every team member. In order 

to develop trust in teams, the time for team-building is not to be taken 

lightly. Self-confidence is a factor to take into consideration when assem-

bling teams for projects. Possessing different competencies is important, 

not only for the richness of the project, but for the self-confidence of 

the team members as well. The different competencies could be seen as 

roles in the project teams, and having those roles creates self-confidence 

within the individuals involved in the process.
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This chapter presents the overall conclusions of the 
research, the fulfillments of objectives and a list of the 

scientific and industrial contributions. The chapter ends 
with some suggestions about future research.

6. Conclusion, Contribution, and Future Work
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When going through the different perspectives on explaining design 

activities and why they are explained in so many ways, one could argue 

that the need to explain this activity is more for the research society than 

for the industry. So, why this interest in design processes, and the use of 

visualization? One answer could be that it is mysterious and difficult to 

explain.

The main objective in this research was to analyze how and why vi-

sualization can be used and managed to improve product development 

execution. A theoretical framework has been presented as a foundation 

for the research. This conceptual framework was an important part in the 

research clarification study, and served as a foundation for the two cases.

The two cases were executed in order to collect empirical evidence in 

descriptive studies answering how and why visualization is used today in 

industry. Later, a prescriptive study suggested a solution for how visualiza-

tion can be managed in order to strengthen the performance in product 

development execution. This included a test study performed for feed-

back and directions for future research. 

As shown in Cases A and B, the use of visualization is done ad hoc and 

a focus is on finding solutions to a problem. In order to develop the explo-

ration phase in NPD projects, a Conceptual Framework for Visualization 

was developed (see Section 5.1). This framework supports both the team 

members in the project and the management in early phases (such as 

knowledge gathering and exploration). The objectives can be considered 

fulfilled when answering the research question described in Section 1.4.

Case A investigated how and why visualization is used in product reali-

zations projects today in industry. The learning from this case is that the 

knowledge about the effectiveness of renderings as a tool is low. Visuali-

zations in NPD processes are often unstructured and ad hoc. A categoriza-

tion of the use of visualization was developed. Eight steps were divided in 

two groups, behavior and rendering type. By clarifying the current situa-

tion, the next step was to exemplify the problems of using visualizations.

Finally, Case B clarifies the factors that affect the performance of NPD 
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projects. The factors can be seen as common sense, but are, in most cases, 

forgotten, ignored, or even not seen as working. The focus is to deliver a 

solution as soon as possible, ignoring or neglecting the important phases 

of knowledge gathering and exploring of ideas. This implicates the need 

for tools and methods for applying visualization in the early phases of 

NPD projects.

6.1.	 Fulfillments	of	Objectives
As stated in Section 1.3, the objective of this research is to analyze how 

and why visualization can be used and managed to improve product de-

velopment execution. The intention was to develop a model supporting 

the use of visualization within the innovation and product realization 

process. In order to fulfill the objectives, three research questions were 

formulated. 

RQ 1: How and why is visualization used today in product 
development projects?

The aim of the first research question was to provide an understan-

ding of the current situation within SME product development processes 

regarding the use of visualization as a tool and method. The conclusion 

was that SMEs are aware of their use of visualization; however, they think 

they use visualization better than they do but use visualization ad-hoc 

and unstructured. They tend to prefer solution-based rendering types. As 

such, they are weak in their idea phase.

The question has been answered through literature studies, the inter-

views conducted in the research clarification study and in Case A. Th-

roughout the research, it has become clear that the use of visualization 

is considered to belong to experts, like industrial designers, and that self-

confidence, along with the skills, draws boundaries for the individuals 

involved in the process. 
RQ 2: What could a common model of visualization as a supporter 
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to product development look like?

This research question was based upon the result in RQ 1, addressing 

the categories developed in Case A. The following factors were identified 

throughout Case B that could minimize the identified gaps in SME pro-

duct development process.

Identifying the problem.

Understanding the problem.

Communicating with words instead of visualizations.

Creating visible goals for teams, visionary goals.

The management of NPD is focused on solutions. 

This question has been answered through interviews in Case B. While 

the gaps are identified in the research, it has become clear that these 

gaps are not explicit for the individuals within the process, nor for the 

management.

RQ 3: How could visualization be managed in order to increase 
the performance of product development projects?

The answer to this question was presented in Section 5. The prescrip-

tive model presented there is based upon the empirical findings in the 

different cases, literature studies and the researcher’s own experiential 

knowledge about design processes and development projects. The model 

was mapped to the conceptual framework developed in Section 3.4, the 

idPeo methodology for innovative product development. A test study was 

performed in order to get feedback on the developed model and sugges-

tions for future research. With the answers to the three research ques-

tions in mind, one could argue that the stated objective has been fulfilled.
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6.2. Research Contributions
As this is applied scientific research, it is important that the research 

contribute to both the scientific and the industrial communities. In this 

section, the main contribution to both areas is presented. The contribu-

tions are taken from two research papers and this thesis. They are related 

to the research questions as follows: 

Figure 24. The relationship between research questions and contribution based on 
presentation, papers and thesis

In the first paper (1), a model of a multi-disciplinary approach towards 

product development gives us an example that lets us map the sug-

gested visualization model. The second paper (2) gives us an understan-

ding of how visualization is performed in product development projects 

today. Section 5 of the thesis suggest a model that increases the perfor-

mance of product development projects. Finally, in this thesis, a concep-

tual framework for visualization is presented and the overall theme of 

the research is highlighted.
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The scientific contributions are:

Development of a framework to use visualization within product 
realization projects, including methods and tools for increased 
performance. 

Description and mapping of the interrelationship between 
visualization, creativity and design processes. 

Increased awareness of the importance of implementing 
visualization strategies in product realization projects. 

The industrial contributions are:

Guidelines for applying visualization to product development 
projects. 

Increased understanding at product developing companies of 
the importance of visualization in the development process and 
its correlation to creativity and innovation. 

Establishment of a methodology for using visualization in product 
development projects. 

6.3. Quality of the Research and Validity of the 
Results

This research is based on data collecting methods in both academic 

and industrial environments. Because of the change of environments 

over time, it will be difficult for other researchers to do exactly the same 

research again and come up with the same findings. The availability of 

the studied phenomenon is another factor that affects reliability. In this 

study, the researcher had full access to the studied cases and have been 

able to move freely in the research environment, with full access to all 

available resources in the cases. This can also be a limiting factor for so-

meone else trying to do the same research. 
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6.4. Future Work
As observed in this thesis, the sketch is useful but neglected in NPD 

projects. Therefore, further research is necessary regarding image theory 

within design processes to systematically study how sketches and models 

effect the mental image in the NPD processes and to what extent they 

effect the result concerning efficiency and effectiveness in the product 

realization process. This could be done in the following way:

Visualization efficiency, step 1.

Implementing the model in four projects. The projects are initiated by 

industry and are executed with students in multi-disciplinary teams. 

Results: Refining the model and preparing for implementation in new 

product development projects in industry.

Visualization efficiency, step 2.

Implementing and executing the model in three new product develop-

ment projects, starting with seminars for both management and project 

teams and continuing with the execution of projects. 

Results: Evaluation and reliability of the model and refinement of the 

model for design process improvement.

Visualization management, step 3.

Design and conduct a dialog seminar for analyzing and evaluating the 

result of the visualization efficiency study. 

Result: The final model for visualization management within innova-

tion and product realization.

Self-confidence and skills.

Finally, another interesting research area is the behavior within teams 

concerning skills in sketching and in what aspects self-confidence affects 

the performance of product realization. This part is an extensive research 

area. Nonetheless, according to the many idPeo projects, it is a highly 

interesting part that needs to be clarified.
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